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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Montana is the story of copper mining* political
intrigue and the concentration of wealth in the hands of a
small hun&er of men.

It has boon reviewed many times* yet

always it will remain untold#

A large part of the story Is

legend and merely grows with the telling.

Much of it

concerns three men I Mhroue Daly* William A. Clark* and P. <
Augustus Heinse.

They were the copper kings.

They became

the legend; the legend became them.
Nearly always in the telling of the legend* great gaps
have been left*
made Montana.

They represent the men behind the men who
Their stories remain to be told.

One of them

was John Hurst Durston.^ Learned* aggressive* brilliant, he
was to create for one of the copper kings* Marcus Daly* a
newspaper unique in America.
object of this study.

How well he succeeded is the

Duroton was the editor of the

Anaconda Standard from its founding in 1889 until he became
editor of the Butts Post in 1913.

During those years he

took part in one of America *s most colorful episodes* the
growth and development of Montana1s economic and political
empire m;
This period has been described too ofton and too ably
for repetition in the work In hand.

Therefore* attention

will be devoted chiefly to two events, the state capital
contest of l892~9i* and the struggle by Durston and the

3

k
Anaconda Standard to defeat the candidates of William A*
Clark In the state ©lection campaign of 1900*

Subsequent

concltisionG, furthermore# will bo based principally on these
events#

Because a r.avlcw of Durstonfs newspaper career

would be incomplete without mentioning hie activities before
he came to Montana# and the 15 years he spent oh the Butte
Post# chapters devoted to those periods are included#

It

was on the basis of Durston^s entire Montana newspaper
career# not merely the years on the. Standard# that ho was
named to th© Montana Newspaper Hall of Fame Oct# 25# 1953,#
An attempt has been mad© to include enough historical
data and political conflict among Montana newspapers
< themselves to provide the reader with an outline of state
politics during the period#

It is not within the scope of

this study to furnish a history of the period but to
examine a segment of th© career of one man who lived a part
of It*

At th© height of th© Standard ys years of editorial

campaigning# four newspapers clashed for political supremacy
in Butte#

They wore the Standard# which was published in

Anaconda but sought circulation mainly In Butte; the Miner#
owned by William A* Clark; th© Xnter^Hountain# the paper of
loo Mantle# and the Reveille* political organ of P# Augustus
Heinsse#
Most of th© newspapermen who played important rolos In
this portion of Montana history have died#

fho few who

5
remain furnished some of th© material for this study*

Still

alert# they were asked to reach forty or fifty years into
their memories* . Bid they recall the events and th© spoken
words accurately?

Had# in fact# the happenings slowly

evolved over forty years into something quit© different?
Or wore they so vividly inscribed on these men1o memories
that tim© could not alter them?
Memories alone were not the only complicating factors*
Burston# although a prolific editorial writer# left
practically no record of his own philosophy*

As far as can

be determined# ho never wrote for publication outside his
newspapers*

Furthermore# what personal correspondence ho

might have had was lost'** following his retirement from the
Butte Post in 1920*

Still enough remains to examine this

unusual man# to reveal his. dynamic perspective and his
editorial abilities*

If all his editorial output were

assembled it would fill several volumes*

is believed Burston1a files of personal correspondence
were destroyed by personnel of th© Post in an office
cleanup,sometime after Burston*© death* His granddaughter#
Mrs* Martha Bolles Palffy# Boseman# made Inquiry several
times regarding this material without avail* Zt is
interesting# and perhaps significant# to note that Daly*s
papers also were destroyed after his death* See St* Ross
Tool# "Marcias Daly# a Study of Business in Politics#"
Unpublished master of arte thesis# Montana State University#
Missoula# 191*7# P* !•

fo aefee an honest

of & journalist it 4#

necessary to examine «t # « # length th© content Of hi#
wsrttihg#*

Stone sni»j?inga not only an©

ft

iiiteotgiging*. twit may actually

iiatortei views*

'# »
I# ft

la the present we*&r s m izialw3eti somewhat

extensive quotations at time# When It was feit they’wouia
&Ut In #» ««AttstiO» of ©w?#t«**# newspaper
i# eBhneetly hope# they fie not tseceme tedious..

,»

CHAPTER 12
THE PROFESSOR GOES WEST
He was a large man and he sat at a piano la the upper
floor room used for holding carrier boys* parties*

Rather

stiffly at first* then somewhat more easily# he began
playing*

Music, always brought him mental relief # even in

those furious days 3k years ago when ho throw all his energy
into the fight to make Anaconda the capital of Montana*

But

always ho managed to slip away from the turmoil of the
composing room# sometime after deadline# and dissolve himself
briefly in music*

How 80# he was losing his dexterity# yet

his careful training was revealed as he played on and on*
Ho doubt his memory wandered back aoross many years
that afternoon In 1928*

He may have thought of the early

struggle of founding the Anaconda Standard* the capital
fight# the extended campaign to unseat Sen* William A*
Clark*
glad*

But now It was over# and,in many respects he was
He was tired# too tired to go on*

Only a few minutes

earlier he had taken his last walk to the 0front office” of
the Butte Post* which he had edited for the past 15 years*
He had asked Ed Hanmor# a trusted friend and employee# to go
upstairs with him when he resigned*

And now as he slowly

played# his friend Ed stood behind# concealed in the doorway#
and watched *2
^Interview with Ed* J* Hamer# Butte# Feb* 23# 1959

8
This was not Just th© retirement of a beloved and
respected newspaperman*
*

It was the end of the career of one

*

.I

.*

of the most influential men in western Journalism*

And it

was also the end of the most colorful chapter of. Montana
history,*

The last of the warriors# Dura ton had seen his

king defeated*

The empire had been overrun long ago and

there was nothing he could say# nothing ho could do*
was not always so*

But It

Once his name stood for something that

had unified western Montana into a powerful political force*
Once with a few piercing words he could sound the rally call
for half the state*
John £♦ Burs ton# philologist, professor# newspaperman#
had come nearly the breadth of the United States to seek his
fortune in raining, but ho wrought it not from copper but
from newsprint and ink*

The chance he took in mining-was

not half so great as tho one that brought him together with
th© man who would help launch him on on© of America* s
phenomenal newspaper careers*

Syracuse, Mew York, in 181*8 was a busy commercial
center, drawing trade from a wide area and catering to
boatmen sailing tho Erie Canal from hake Erie to the Hudson
Hivor*

Here John Durston, a native of Bristol, England, had

come several years earlier and was already established as a
boatwright*

His wife, Sarah Hurst, a rather unimaginative

woman with a largo capacity for roligion#3 helped him
faithfully and they probpored#

John acquired a boatyard

and soon m s comfortable financially# building craft for the
Erie Canal#

The couple had four sons*

The second# John

floret Durston# born Feb# 19# 18^8# Was to be the only one
to gain fame# ‘Th© others# J*P«# Thomas &♦# and Ceorge If#
Duraton# followed business careers in Syracuse and Howork#
IU J*^

But John was quite curious to learn of the world

about him*

This curiosity was spurred by a next door

neighbor# Goorg© Harwood# who often lot tho boy come to M e
house and read from his extensile library#

Harwood

eventually became Burston*s father~in~law*,
An outstanding student# young John was graduated from
Syracuse High School at the age of 16*

Ho enrolled at

Yalo tn 1864 und attended until the middle of M s junior

3$aroh Hurst for many years played the organ in the
Syracuse Episcopal Church, and made certain her four sons#
who became known as the Burston quartet# at'tondod church
regularly# She kept them busy ©very day#, oven if at
nothing more useful than moving a woodpile from one spot
to another on the Borston property# hater in life Burs ton
related those stories to his granddaughters*; Interview
with rk*s# Martha Palffy# who has church ..pamphlet listing
lire* Burs ton as organist and her sons he a quartot* •
^History of ttaataaa# edited by Tom Stout# Vol# XI {Chicago#
I 92I)#
must be pointed out that only secondary
and generally favorable material was available on Purston’s
career prior to his arrival in Montana#;

year, 1867*

Apparently bored by hie secular Connecticut

surroundings and M s wealthy college classmates* young
John departed for the University of Heidelberg in Germany*
He remained there for three years* earning a doctor of
philosophy degree in 18?0*

Hurston had specialised in

languages* end after his return to the Halted States that
year he was appointed chairman of the modern languages
department of Syracuse University which was founded in
18?0*£

Hot content with the already excellent education

ho had obtained* Hurston went to Paris in the summers of
18?2 and 1873 to study more language* civics* and political
economy*

During these periods in Europe he began long

walks* a habit which he retained until late In life*
Meanwhile* Durstoa had married Mary Harwood, Oct* 5#
1871, th© girl next door whom he had known since both were
eight years old*

Their friendship began while they were

taking piano lessons*^

M s

mutual Interest In music*

which brought them together as children* .was to remain one
of their closest ties during 58 years of marriage*

A

member of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity* Hurston helped
organise a chapter at Syracuse University*

He was the

youngest man on the university faculty and grew sldewhiskers*

% 3 o Was Who ;ln America (Chicago* 191*3)* P* 350*
6Letter from Horace H* Duroton* nephew of John H* Durston*
Jan* 23# 1959*

II
possibly to hide some of his youthful appearance* the
*
4
*3
result was more comical than dignified# * The Hurstons had
i

<

•

*

two-daughters* r&rtha and I&ura#

Both married and settled

in Montana#**
Hurston retained his position at Syracuse Univorsi ty
for eight years# Seeking a more creative outlet for his
\
t
talents* he purchased the Syracuse Standard* a weak and
struggling paper* and resigned his position at th©
t

university# This was the beginning of a four-docade career
e
*
in Journalism# Tho transformation of the Standard was both
rapid and notlcable#

Circulation* which had-dropped to a

low point before Hurston purchased tho paper* rose quickly#
Within six months tho Standard was an influential
newspaper*
Hurston early showed the depth of his analyses and the
f

penetration of his influence#

It is said that endorsement

of a political candidate by the Standard was tantamount to
election*

With semingly unerring accuracy Hurston backed

id-anons in local political contests#9 Although he was a
t

?Se© photograph* first Syracuse Tfcilversity faculty* in
appendix# Original obtained from ffc*s* Martha Palffy#
%lartha Hurston became, the wife of P#W# feekover* who was
in the real estate and coal business at Anaconda# Her
sister* Laura, married John Maxey* Bozeman coal dealer*
9^ggioat©n* Charles H«* ffThe Anaconda Standard i^Oth
Anniversary11 (Sept# 4# 1939)* p# 3#

separative newcomer to th© neimpapor business* Durston m s
considered important in upstate Hew York politico#1*5 To
make M i paper an even stronger eeasmmity institution#
y

Burston took in as partners several wealthy and influential
Syracuse businessmen#

This proved to be a serious mistake.

Th© first major local issue the Standard faced under
its expanded ownership was a referendum on tho Syracuse
water system#

fh© decision would determine if the utility

were to operate as a public or private enterprise*

Some of

the now stockholders in tho Standard were interosted in the
company seeking the franchise.

Buroton advocated public
!

*>

ownership of the water system and refused to yield when
opposed by his new publishing partners#

He declared

endorsement of the private Y i m would "hurt the paper1s
prestige as champion of tho people*"

TJhable to resolve

their differences# th© stockholders purchased Buroton>s
interest in the paper#3*1

Dureton'e appraisal of tho

V*At one of the Republican state conventions Burston noticed
a young man moving about# whispering and generally causing
a commotion while a speech was in progress# Burston
reprimanded him and the man apologised# They struck up a
conversation and the young man introduced hlmsolf as
Theodore Roosevelt# who was in his "state politics" days#
Years later when Roosevelt visited Butte# Burston mot him
and the incident u m recalled much to Roosevelt *©
amusement# See Butte Post (Hov# 5#, 1929).
13Tho source of Burstonfs capital to invest in the Syracuse
paper Is not mentioned in any known document# Some of it
may have boon saved from his salary as a university
professor* It is more likely he got the money from hie
father# who also had paid for young John1© European trips*
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^Anaconda Standard (Bov. '6# 29B9).
with f#e* Wajrtha Bailee Patf£y* Bossefflan,
granddaughter ©# <J. u? &ui*sfcon*
22* 1959* Kra.
Palffy said the story was oao of fetor grandmother's
favorites and was rapeafeed often.

Although taking an active part in management of tho
?

Gold Flint mine* Hurston nevertheless found time for travel
*

*

*

*

i

*

?

and frequently went into Butte* oceaoiomlly accompanied by
hie wife*

Ha wan beginning to like this raw country and

was taking somo interest in its political activity#

If ho

and his wife were torn between their love for Syracuse and
infatuation with this new area# a fire which destroyed
their home In Syracuse along with moat of their possession©
and books# late In 1880* may have been the deciding, factor#!^
In the spring of 1888* Hurston became acquainted with
1# 0# Leonard# brother of Sen# Charles 8* teonard of Butte*
who was running the Anaconda Review, a Republican weekly#
At the former1© invitation# Hurston wrote an editorial on
Montana politics*

It was published in the early summer of

1088 and came to the attention of Marcus Baly* a founder of
Montana1© great copper industry* who had been wanting to
start a newspaper of M e own to further M s political
ambitions*

Daly tried to persuade Hurston to start a paper

for M m # but Hurston was unwilling*

Because of previous

experience in the newspaper business# Hurston realised it
took more than money alone to make a newspaper successful#
Millionaire Daly persisted and finally told Hurston ho
would find someone else to start the paper if Hurston did

35
not core to do so©^

Burston accepted Daly8s invitation©

Even before giving Baly bis decision to head the
mining tycoon1© proposed newspaper* Burs ton had become noil
Imoxm In Anaconda*s social sot©

The Burstons presented

piano selections at various functions* including meetings
of the Anaconda lowland club?

They became members of th©

l?Thore are several stories professing to relate
circumstances involved in tho mooting and eventual
partnership of Burston and Daly* See especially Isaac P©
Maroosson’s Anaconda {H©Y©* 195?)* PP© 63**6^> The
version horeefcated was given by 0© K* Eggleston* a
former editorial associate of Burston’s on the Syracuse
Standard© mho was brought to Montana by Burston to found
the new paper © Eggleston Included the incident in his
40th anniversary edition of tho Anaconda Standard which
was published Sopt© I** 1929* two months priorto Burston *9
death© Burston presumably saw the story boforo It was
published and approved its contents* In any case*
Eggleston was Burston1© closest associate during his
newspaper career and probably knew more about Dura ton *8
- background than any other person© Two other versions of
the mooting persist and have been quoted* in various
forms* in most histories covering this period of Montana©
One was that Baly went to New York to consult Journalists
as to how he should go about founding a paper© Someone
suggested Burston, and Daly subsequently asked him to take
the job© Tho other* and most popular* version is that
Baly and Burston were having lunch m the dining room of
Daly ’s palatial Montana Hotel in Anaconda© Burston*
reading a Helena newspaper* noted that Baly had Just
purchased on untried yearling horse for @7*000© Baly
admitted the purchase whereupon Burston said anyone
willing to make such an investment would not mind
investing ©100*000 in a newspaper© Baly agreed and tho
project was started* The latter story seems
implausible© It becomes even more so when one writer*
after placing the men in tho hotel’s large dining room*
containing no one else* proceeded to quote their dialogue©
Tho first version is almost equally difficult to accept©
Baly hardly would go all tho way to New York for such
advice* then find tho man he was cooking already living
in his homo town©

16
Anaconda St* Stokfs .Episcopal church*

First mention of

th© Burstone in the Anaconda Review* L* 0* Leonard* s paper#
was in connection with a Christmas-party in 1888.18
I

thereafter the Durstons nor© included in the Review*e
personals columns nearly every week*
f

It was Leonard and
c

*

his wife who brought the Burston children to Anaconda from
Syracuse* early in January* 1889* where they had remained
while, their mother cam© to Montana#
$here is some evidence to corroborate the belief that
Dura ton was part of the Baly machine, even before he began
a newspaper for the wealthy Irish immigrant*

When Baly

*

held th© grand opening of his Montana Hotel July 1* 1889*
John H* Burston was a member of the official reception
*
•
*
committee* His wife* Mary* was one of tho gracious ladies
V v
of tho affair that night* Sh© wore "whit© satin and cut
velvet evening toilet © decollette; ornaments* real old lace
and ©logout diamonds*^
i

..

. •

Many of Montana1s most««

distinguished oltlsen© attended Baly*a grand open house
that July evening*

Among them was the man who was to play

a major role In Burston1a life for th© nest 11 years 8
William Andrews Clark* Butt© banker and mining magnate*2**

^Anaconda Review (Dec* 27* 1888)#
^IhicH (July iu 1689)*
20Ibia*
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t r it o n began gathering.

and persoimM*
early in. iSSf

m

B# had agreed to PMy*|# propoa&l

that aprlng wetib to Bet? Berk t# pareiiiia#

m&

equipment* t h m retorited % m y of $ $ m m m where he
/raided th# staff of tie Mepdar&a to hire# teyaiml of the
meat eexr^etent printers* along with #* tf% %§itab.en and
tarpon If*-

M b h of w h « had served m i e r M t on

th® editorial staff of the StgaaarA.

BabSo^to&oea^* tho proposed eiromlaMon tone of the
.mow p m p m # m ® already i#tog oakbested by thro#

m%%'

&*_ o* leonard*# p&po% tho.
Aimoomta

a Hepabliem weekly* (y?m foootet to 188$

and bad gained local .aoeoptanoe#

■

Sa&te hai two dallies

alrea,dy* toey were the glner* esbmbMsted in £8?fe* opted
by w*

a.
#.- Clark .by

thi# time* and the BapuMlcan paper

OPtei ,by £eo llanfei# m i eet&bliihed in 1081*

Bataa** the

M M

the- A ssented l*a«0

franchise* it m s ieotied to atari the new paper at
Anaconda*^ Aaooot&badi frees ragalabioma prohibited
dtiplfeaiiost of its sewlce wittte E5 n il.lea of an eetabliehed

franeM##*

M m m &u

£& 38 Mies from lotted

toe anoanb of money spent on .the founding of the new

f% o o l % &*&* tbaaio*
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paper has nevor boon established*
total at §30*009 to §100,000*

Most writers set the

Certainly the kind of paper

envisioned by Marcus Daly would cost more to establish and
operate than its regional contemporaries*

One source

believed the total spent on the Standard In its %Z years of
existence reached §5 million,^ an unusually large amount©
On this point, however, there is little disagreements

the

n m Standard* whose name honored Burston*s former paper,
was the finest plant constructed until that time in this
section of the United States*
Mantle of the Xntef-Sgountaln had this to say about M s
rivals
Anaconda also has th© finest fitted
newspaper plant In this northwestern country
(the Standard}# Th© question of cost seems hot
to have been taken Into consideration when this
paper was founded* Tho Standard occupies its
own commodious two-story and basement brick
-building, and any on© department occupies about
as much room as th© ordinary newspaper office,
whore there are so many conveniences provided
for softening th© hard lines of the newspaper
life that an old-time Montana Pab©ypusher,3 were
he to wok© up some morning and find Mmoolf in
the Standard quarters, would imagine himself in
newspaper heaven. Tho business office looks
like- a bonking house, the editorial rooms are
actually carpeted, and Editor Dursfcon {sic}**

^nAmconda,s Ghost,” Time Magaslne (July 27, 1931) P« 26*
3poncil**pu0her (Faber is a trado mark}*
in* Is probable Durstou*© name was deliberately misspelled
by flaatlQ, whose paper had been under heavy fire by tho
Standard from its first issues* Burston was vory woll

19
sits In an upholstered chair# The composing
room is largo and fine enough for a ball room#
while tho prose room# with Its 6teel*platedi
floor# would not bo too. cramped for a skating
rink if the #10*000 perf©cting preso and a few
other similarj^mechanical trifles wore set out
in th© alley**
It is evident Daly# as many believed* opened his
checkbook to the man from Syracuse#

No town* set in these

circumstances* could support suchr a newspaper*

Handicapped

as it was by its distance from Butte* its principal
*

circulation area* the Standard was forced to adopt th© most
enterprising methods*

Burston placed W&lsworth In an

offic© in Butt© and had a special wire run from that offie©
to the newspaper in Anaconda*

On Sept* U# 1889* Burston

launched his ”newspaperman *s dream” with this editorial
under a listing of the complete Democratic party state and
county ticket!
*

V

,

(

Here goes for a daily newspaper* It is
th© vigorous child of a wido~awake town* It
takes Its plae© In the journalistic world with
becoming modesty* yet it is* a robust youngster
and expects to mike Itself heard* It has boon
christened tho ANACONDA STANDARD!it1will, greet
tho public every morning*
i

Tho STANDARD ©ntertains no doubts regarding
the field before It*. Into that field It steps
hopefully and with good cheer* Its plans aro

known to Hantle and the inter*lftmatain staff*
Moreover# this special oditi«Sn was singularly free of
typographical errors* Burston himself was not beyond
deliberate misspellings* as will be shown later*
^Butte Inter-Hountain, special edition# 1890*91*
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broad* Knowing how much tho Intelligent public
dosaaad© of tho press* it has prepared itself to
moot that demand# and its ambition la to rank
as the best newspaper in the eomonwe&lth# It
proposes to bo tidy in dress and hopes to be
attractive in style# In manner and matter it
will surely be clean#
Tho first business of the STANDARD will
be to give the world1© news to its readers*
It has secured better telegraphic facilities
than ©re at the command of any other newspaper
in tho northwest* In turning these resources
to account * it will have in mind the reasonable
demands of every class of readers* It will
work hard to secure a constituency* Its
business office solicits generous patronage and
aspects to got it*
This newspaper declares itself a democrat*
In politics it will aim to promote th© welfare
of that party in th© coming state* It will hot
be blindly partisan* its politics will be In no
sens© personal* and it can never b© made sponsor
for any political faction* Regarding men*
however# their service to the state and their
fitness for public station* it is ready to join
issue* Proud to record in its earliest
utterances Its appreciation of splendid
achievement in behalf of th© territory# it pays
the tribute of fealty to the intrepid democrats
whose chlvalrlo service has made statehood a
reality.**.°
" m t & i o m z s m * for a start®
To begin with# the STAHDARD accepts th©
assumption of its republican contemporaries
that tho prosperous business men of Montana
are democrats* It will urge the people to
give a Just share of credit to those whoso
muscle and brain* purs© and public spirit

A very email portion of the page containing the first
Burston editorial la the Standard Is torn off in the
only known copy* which Is located In the office of the
Anaconda Standard*

have made Montana fit to bo a state# Business
and politico do not usually travel along
parallel lines* and there are wealthy
republicans in the territory* but now that
tho republican press has suggested it* the
fact appears that a very large majority of
the men who have built the state are democrats*
It will be observed* too* that* without
exception* these men had modest purses When
they came to Montana and that they spent the
toilsome year© of their prime on ranch or In
mine* in mill or on mountainside* Thoj or©
not political pampersf they never were
political parasites# They did not seek a
home among these hill© to be fattened out of
the federal treasury or to fasten themselves
on this region for tho sake of the public
revenue there might bo in it* Call the rollf
We predict that* as they answer to their names
and recite their records* there will not be
found among them a man who ever wronged the
state or blocked the pathway of Its progress#*
Tim© would find not all of these lofty Ideals
realised#

Within two years the politics of

would Indeed become personal as Marcus baly and William A*
Clark squared off In the first rounds of a marathon fight#
The Standard would become the sponsor of a political
factlon**the one headed by Baly interests which attempted
to get the capital founded at Anaconda*
Rival publisher Leonard* scanning this first Issue of
tho Standard* wrote*
The first number of the Anaconda Standard
Is before us# It Is an exceedingly neat and
pretty sheet* eight pages* six columns to the
■1*

^Anaconda Standard (Sept# 1** 1869)#
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page* and almost an exact counterpart of the
Holona Journal* It is edited by J* H* Burston*
an acocSpIiiEed writer* late' of Syracuse* N#Y*
It will be published dally# except Honday* We
welcome It to the Anaconda field*”
.
fhe same issue that carried the opening salute to the
Standard's bright career also contained a half*pag©
advertisement# known in the newspaper, field as a "house
ad#11 that gave th© reader an even clearer idea of what
could be expected from the Standards
Prom the date of Its fipst number the
STANDARD will have more readers than any other
daily newspaper1published in the Northwest*
It will have plenty of interesting matter
©very day# It is good for office# shop or
store# for mill or mine* for hotel* saloon# or
rectory# for farm or fireside# It is a paper
for the people#
The ANACONDA STANDARD gives particular
attention to Its advertising department# It
directs your attention to the skill and care
and taste with which its advertisements are
arranged and displayed* Ho newspaper In this
part of the world can match It in this respect*
Each issue of this paper will be a model of
tho printer1© skill in the display of Its
advertisements *
The STANDARD is an ©ight-pago daily
having the full service of tho Associated
Prose and a thoroughly organised special
service which brings news direct to its
editorial rooms by special wires* It Is
a Democratic* paper* If you belong to that
party you can read it with profit* If you

®Anaconda Review (Sept# JJ# 1889)*
^Capitalisation her© seems to b© a style inconsistency*
The word "democratic" was carried -uncapitallsed on
th© editorial page of the same issue*
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are a Republican you will find In this
newspaper a fair fighter and can have 'oil
tho opportunity you want to "talk back#n
At all times and under all circumstances 1
tho STAHMRP will bo inspired by a
determination to treat all men and all
issues In that spirit of fairness that
distinguishes successful Journalism
everywhere*
The department of th© STANDARD relating
to news will be most complete* Its general
and miscellaneous reading will bo edited with
greatest care* Hen and women will enjoy it
and it will be a safe and suggestive paper
in the hands of every child*20
Again the heat of compalgns to ‘come would cause
Burston* or Baly# or both# to shelvo notions of fighting
t

fairly for a cause*

!

They would conduct a dogfight in

which fairness was not oven a minor consideration*

In

defease of Burston* s objectives* however* it must be said
M s vindictiveness never bordered on obscenity*

Even five

years later# during the second capital fight* when tempers
oometlmos overruled judgment# Burston never broke his pledge
that the Standard would be a safe paper oven in the hands
of a child*
Burston1© employer* Marcus Baly# was interested in
establishing good roanagemont-oinployee relations*
Considering that mining is a hazardous and grimy business*
it is interesting to note that virtually ©very study of

^Anaconda Standard (Sept*

I* ,

1889).

this period comments that Palp was conscious of achieving
good relations with hlo employees.11

To further M s goals

in this regard* tho Standard announced*
t

*

«♦

Adjusting itself to the ^custom of the
country#tt the STANDARD will go to Its readers
every Sunday morning* reserving Monday as its
day of rest# In massy parts of the country it
has become the imperative duty of newspapers
to issue their editions ovary day in the year#
while the well-established custom with the
provincial press in the East Is for the newspaper
to go to press on work days and omit tho Sunday
number#
The prejudice existing against Sunday
newspapers Is not strong in the region where
the STANDARD makes Its homo* and there Is about
us a large public which finds leisure for
reading chiefly on that day# Tho number of
this class of readers will rapidly increase*
since it is the policy of tho Anaconda company
to hasten the time when Sunday work at the
Smolten shall be suspended* as far a© that la
found possible#
In all newspaper offices* Monday morning
is th© traditionally dull time* Hews is
generally summarised for Sunday editions by
all the great new© agencies and the specialists*
leaving little of importance for those who have
to grind thoir dally grist for Monday# There
appears to be no good reason why tho STANDARD
should vary from the custom established by its
older contemporaries In this matter*
Accordingly* It goes to press this morning* to
rest on Monday and reach its readers on tho
following day *12 •
tilth equal facility* however* Duroton rationalised six
months later that readers demanded discontinuance of the

^%oole H*A* thesis# on* clt** pp* 51-53®
% i d « (Sept* 8» 1889)<,

2S
uno Monday paper” policy*

The Standard began seven~days*

a-x*eek publication on April 3!*# 1890*

During his first

week of editorship of the Standard* Duraton indeed seemed
to have no quarrels*

He even paused to bless the now

fomat of the Butte Miner* Clark*s paper!
The STANDARD hastens to congratulate
its Butte morning contemporary on the
handsome appearance it presents in its
enlarged form and under new editorial
management* Ho newspaper in Montana has
a larger field# or one more inviting*
Evidently the Miner is resolved to adjust
itself to the possibilities that are before
it# and the STANDARD bids it good ep©ed#13
But all this was only footwork#

Joto Duraton# whose

editorial language had helped shape the destinies of the
people of Syracuse# could not bo content arranging verbal
bouquets*

Durston# *«because of M o aggressive temperament#

needed to plung© into a good- editorial scrap#

The

opportunity came before the Standard was two weeks old*
Mantlets Butte Xnfrer*Mountala had appeared with a carefully
?

worded statement# avoiding possible libel# regarding an
alleged political pamphlet sponsored by Daly and his
friends*

Probably many of Burston13 readers would not

have detected the allusion*
>

But it was tho opening salvo
*

in a continuing barrage that was to last 22 years#
wrote?

^ X bid. (Sept. 11* 1889)*

Mantle
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It thojBomocratic Central Committee) has
caused to he printed in Helena several' carloads
of pamphlets reciting what purports to’be the’
facts in connection Kith some Indian contracts
years ago in which Mr* Power* 14 Sam Hauser and
others wore interested* An examination of this
pamphlet shows that it is an anonymous libel as
far as Mfr* Power is concerned# She office in
which it was published has not dared to affix
its Imprint for fear of prosecution* Th© men
who have compiled the pamphlet have not allowed
their names to b© used for fear of the
- penitentiary and one of them at least ought to
be in the penitentiary for crimes he has
committed in feathering his own nest at the.
expense of the tTnited States G o v e r n m e n t * * * 3^
Bin*©ton1© re Joiner was as forceful as any he over wrote
in his nearly fyO years on Anaconda and Butte newspapers*
■t

It keynoted the kind of attack he would employ in years to
come*

Mantle had dared insult Marcus Daly and his friends#

There could never be peace henceforth*

Said Hurston*

Ho decent community was ever afflicted
with libelous Journalism more cowardly in
manner or meaner in methods than was
exemplified yesterday In the editorial columns
of the Butte Inter Mountain**® That indecent
sheet# ’
owned by Hr# lee Mantle* dares to assail
reputable m m in a maimer which this newspaper
will no longer tolerate and which must stop
here and now or end by establishing tho claims
either of Hr* Mantle or those whom he assails#
to the respect of honorable men in at least
two counties of this commonwealth#

^Thomas C# Power* Republican# who with Milbur P* Sandora
, was ©looted to Montana1© first B*S* oenatorships in 1889*
He served six years in the Senate* ,
^Butto Xntor~P4ountaln (Sept* 16# 1889)*
^Although the official spelling of the Intey^r^untain
included a hyphen# it was not so carrieoln the Standard*s
news columns*

2?
On this page is given the full text of
what the Butte Inter fountain has dared, in
the inpndonco of unbridled slander, to say
regarding members of the Iftmtana democratic
central committee* .It will be seen how Hr#
Mantle Insinuates that, members of that
committee are back of a pamphlet, soon to bo
Issued, la which circulation is to be given
to a "cowardly plot to Injure Mr* jPower*11####
Epithets drawn from the gutter find, place in
the besotted drivel which the Inter Mountain
prolongs to a column*
***Putting ail other issues aside, the
STAWDAHD proposes to remain to the end of this
canvas© with the personal issues raised-.*
yesterday* Wo declare that the Inter Mountain
has no authority for Its assertions* They
were indefensible falsehood© from first to
last and we believe the Inter Mountain -know It
when it framed them# We call on that
newspaper to make its unwarranted assault good
or to defend It* to recall Its cowardly epithets
or prove that they are merited, to show that
'Hr* Daly, Mr# Hughes and Judge Stapleton are
; the scoundrels they are heralded ,to be or make
the apologies due to decent gentlemen#
We are not unmindful of the crawling
compliments by which the Butt© Inter Mountain
seeks to conciliate Mr* Daly* In an editorial
which follows the ©linking epithets -with which
It assails him* It must disgust any reputable
man to be the object of a prostitute*©
complimentsj It must Insult any man to be m&d©
the object of pleasant mention la a newspaper
so baae In its pvirpose, so contemptible In it©
methods and so outrageous in the deliberation
of Its false testimony as the Butte Inter
Mountain has proved itself to be#1*
Between editorial ©parte Durston contended the
pamphlet described was never printed or prepared or even
>

,1

^Anaconda Standard (Sopt* 17, 1889)*

as
thought of by any member of the Democratic central
committee*

Except for providing powder and lead for

exploratory shots at each other# the pamphlet issue was
never settled to the satisfaction of either paper*
triumph could be recognised# It went to Durston*

If a
fhe

Republicans never proved the pamphlet had been published*
Montana1© newest daily newspaper passed a rather quiet
winter*

looking back over this period on the tenth

anniversary of the paper# Burston wrote i
With the advent of statehood# Montana
offered a wide-open field for a newspaper
which# professing to bo representative of
the state# would make that claim good by the
merit of its news service* That is the field
into which the Standard stepped* These pages
had their lucky star In that they were
without availing rivalry**&
Burston*s editorial and managerial genius were
apparent in the first Issue*

The Standard created a

sensation In the nearby city of Butte*

Published as a

morning paper# it was sent to Butt© on a special train so
it would arrive early la the day*

Even if not a finanoial

success from the start# the Standard quickly gained a
respectable circulation*

°Threo factors made the standard

great#11 wroto 0* H* %gleston !*0 years laterf they were*
First# financial backing of Marcus Daly#
which enabled it to secure a competent

l8Ibid. (Sopt. k* 1899).
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personnel# adequate mechanical equipment
and facilities for getting the finished
product into Butte# its principal,
circulation field and distribution point
for the rest of the state? second# a
series of state issues and events that
developed sharp controversies and at
times kept the Montana public in a foment
of excitement# resulting in a continuous
demand for all the latest news? third#
the genius of J* H. Dura ton? these three#
but the greatest of these was the genius ’
of j* B* Durston.*#
Basic to Burston*s success was a compromise ho made
with his political principles#

A strong Republican all

his adult life# Burston had to set aside his convictions
when founding the Standard# Marcus Daly was a Democrat#
as was indeed his arch financial and political rival#
Clark# owner of tho Butt® Miner* And despite the respect
with which Dureton was regarded# even by his newspaper
rivals# he was never allowed to forget this subordination
of his principles#

Mantle managed to remind him# and the

public# of the fact at every opportunity!
Within the past six years Mr* Daly has
taken an active and unselfish personal interest
in the growth and well-being of the town of
Anaconda# He has erected a magnificent hotel
there at a cost of #200#000# organised a race
track assoication# built a fine race course#
with grandstand and stable? brought in an
abundant and,wholesome water supply? started
a newspaper at a cost of #30#000# and in order

19%gieston# op. c|,t*# p* 3*
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that it might satisfy both political parties#
engaged a republican editor and instructed him
to make the paper democratic**#*20
On the political views of the Standard, Mantle had
more to say*
But* alas# to how unworthy a purpose are those
magnificent equipments devoted--the publication
of a democratic newspaper! ;Only a block down
the street is the office of the Anaconda Review,
a thorough-paced republican newspaper edited by
Mr* It* 0* Leonard*. Although the Review cannot
lay claim to magnificent surroundings# niekle*
plated presses# or any of the pomp and wealth
of its democratic neighbor# it has the
satisfaction of knowing It is on the right side
politically# and with the assistance of the six
churches of Anaconda and the Salvation Army it
feels able to keep the morals of the community
up to their proper standard# regardless of the
demoralising influence^of a splendidly equipped
democratic opposition*4*5*
nevertheless# the Standard*a popularity rose quickly#
and demand for copies of the Standard often exceeded
newsstand supplies#22

once when no Standards were

* %

available# a eitisen stood on the stops of Clark1s bank
in Butte and read aloud one of Burston1© editorials to a
crowd of at least 100 men*23

Publisher Daly seamed to take

nearly as much Interest In his new paper as did Burston#

2$Butta Int or^Mountain, (souvenir edition 1880-90# no
publication SafeeJ# "
2%utte Inter-Mountain {special edition) op* clt*
22j^gioston#,.£B*, olt**, p*. i*#,

23lb ld #

Otto of M s pleasures was to stop in at the paper late at
night to watch the men at work#

And ho recalled with joy

how people would stop him on the street and giv© him an
item for the paper#

On one occasion ho chided %gleston

for not being on top of a story that th© Associated ^eas
had been running for two or three days#2**
A largo part of Burston* a success on th© Standard In
its early days was duo to his ability to seek and retain
t)

■;

talent#
* i

.

!

i ’ ;

9

'

’

'

there was inevitably some turnover of help# as
'•*

. -

»

*

’

.

there is on all newspapers# but most of those who departed
wore writers who could not produce copy that mot Burston1s
journal!otic atondarde.2^

Frequently Dureton mad© trips to

the Butte office of th© Standard© A gentle disciplinarian#
Burston sometimes called a lagging writer to Anaconda for
a session in his office#

In this way he maintained a high

degree of efficiency on both staffs#

Sever willing to

delegate.much authority# Burston insisted on having
personal control of ©yery.dotail of his newspaper operation#
H© was called sentimental although he abtemptad to conceal
f

i

*

*

f

his affection for M s nboysn in the interest of efficiency#^
Always insisting on clever as well as penetrating writing#

%bid#
^Hanmer interview#
^Anaconda Standard (Hcv# 6# 1929}#

Burston1!* obituary#
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Burston expected from his men a Soft handling of all typos
of stories* ranging from involved political wrangles to bar
room tragedies s
BTO?E* May 26***Miss Mabel Bale occupies
room Ho* 26 in the Iron Block* leper Main
street* &be is a Oomiquo fairy [barmaid} and
her age is about the same as the number of her
room* She is of medium height and, build* fair
In appearance* with blonde hair*
At 10 o*©look this morning Miss Halo took
25 morphine pills* She then went to bed****
fha story went on to relate how the young woman, had
been jilted*
2 die**

She left a two-line note ending with* n3$ms

$ho Standard story concluded*

Miss Hale said to-day that she preferred death
to the low Ilf© of jerking beer at the Ccmlque*
She declared that she was born for better things
and eouldn*t boar the life*
nevertheless* Mabel was this evening still
engaged in jerking besr on the lower floor of
the Comlque* She was paler than usual* Her
cheeks were haggard and her eyes were sunken
and circled* Her usual vivacity was gone and
she did not seem to. work the gang with the
customary seat*?*
But just as Burston could permit & bit ©f wry humor
in the Standard* so could he stab at his enemies with an
acid^dipped pencil or compound his logic for an editorial
conclusion that seemed obvious 5
Mines worth more than a hundred millions*
two thousand million pounds of freight handled

27lbld.

{May 2?t.1890)*
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ovary year* ten thousand more people than asy
rival city in Montana, motor lines* cable lines*
the common point of meeting for four groat
railway lines* sisc thousand minors delivering
four thousand tons of crude ore every day*
twenty three round millions given to the world
every year in mo tala* thirty•five thousand people
with eight millions of assessable wealth* monthly
pay rolls o&cesdiag seven hundred thousand
dollars***a postoffio© so dark that lovo letters
lose .themselves in it* with bad ventilation and
dorks too few by half— Butto has all these*
?ho congress of the United States will vote a
substantial'appropriation this year for one
postoffice building in Montana* Poes Mr*. Carter2® believe Butte ought to get it} or la it
to go to Selenaf29
Sometimes editorial opinion was so strong it broke
through the column rules and appeared in th© Standard*s
news stories*

Objectivity in the news columns was not as

common as m o d e m readers can aspect*

One of Burston*s best

writers* Charles Copenharve* was one of the worst offenders
of editorialising in news*

Oopsnhorve was courthouse

reporter at Butte and frequently colored hie stories*
»

An

,

effective check on him was provided* however, by Warnon
s

(Wally) Malsworth* who tmo in charge of the Butte bureau*
Malaworth tempered Copenhorve1s writing before it cam©
under the scrutiny of the f dltor in

Anaconda#

30

2%hQmas Carter* Bepublicon* U#S* Senator from Montana*
^Anaconda Standard (March kv 1690)«
3°%gleston* ££*

P*

3k
Th© Standard*s staff was studded with writers Who
J m m th© language and enjoyed manipulating it for every
i

situation*

_

.

Among the best was Arthur £* Stone, who later

become th© first dean of the intern State thiivereity
School of Journalism*
•

Western correspondent for the

. t i t

Standard* Stone lih© to write Indian lor© and pioneer
stories for the Sunday Issue of th© paper*

Commenting on

$tonefs abilities* Eggleston s&ld'f
>

t

Ho was good at ai^thlng from & dog fight to a
funeral# Be was not only a versatile writer*
he was & well-balanced man* When under stress*
of some sudden emergency the rest of us went a
mile or two up In the air* Stone stayed on
earth and calmly consSdored th© situation as
If it were an every day occurrence*-^1
There ware others* attracted to Ameonda by the t'
excellence of its newspaper# the stature of Editor Burston*
and* probably* liberal salaries' from Baty*© An&coMa Co*
treasury*

They included J* H* Kennedy* who often wont* to

other fields but always returned! Ashman Brown# a first
rate Sunday editor# along with A* W# Greeley*
became newsmen la Washington*

Both later *

By Rareh* 1690* seven

months after the Standard was started* Burston was devoting
considerable space, la each issue to boosting his own paper
ridiculing the opposition*

^Before the STANDARD was thro©

months old*11 he declared* ^everybody in th© city [ButtoJ
(,

*

.

i

*

*

i

<

r

.

. *

»
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was saying, *If you want to get the Butte news, you*11
have

to

read the

S T A N D A R D . * "32

For several years the paper*a name,, was always
capitalised whenever carried in the Standard*a news columns#
As another matter of. rigid style* the general format of
the front page never varied#

Column one was filled With

advertisements* usually inserted by a real estate promoter
from Bozeman or Missoula*

Columns two* four* and sIk were

topped with ono-lino label headlines followed by two decks#
The practice of selling column one on th© front page
\
continued rather consistently for the first 10 years of
the paper1© life#

^Anaconda Standard (March li** 1890)#

CHAPTER IV
THE CAfVZAL FIGHT
Early in 1890# the Standard*a staff under Hurston's
direction was laying groundwork for the first phase of the
fight to have Anaconda declared the permanent capital of
Montana*
wrote*

The fight ©raped suddenly#

On I4arch 16 Burston

nTho STANDARD is happy In the reflection that It has

no quarrels on hand#

People have had politics till they are

sick to death of It# and we have fallen on rather quiet
times in all that concerns the business world .”2* Only two
days later# however# Burston reopened the semi^dormant
dispute with Helena by reminding his readers that the tenth
article of the new constitution provided for a vote to be
taken on the permanent capital at tho general election of
1892#

According to procedure established by the

territorial legislature# every town in Montana could make
its bid for the capital designation#

The electorate then

would decide ttfilch city should be designated*

la tho event

no city got a majority# the two standing highest in total
votes would compote in the first general election
thereafter#

Helena was selected as the temporary capital

by the territorial legislators themselves in 1889*

Four

ballots wore required to break th© deadlock between Helena
and Anaconda# with Helena finally winning*

xrbia. (March 16, 1090),
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Dureton

prefaced Anaconda*s.campaign by declaring:
& ® ©ib«e t$4&& of last & m & & raade lgl©»
and m m m & & a tie on -btea® sepw&te ballots
for bb® honors tof btai temporary
Stet olty*® cooduei: is #ffosslws t# » vswy
tant® majority of bha psopl© -of Montana sal
m loote with #®nfiteis# b» -nm tb uncrowned
$$» f m m . fe®&©®#t
Clnrfe* owaer of the M b s Biner# aeS. himself oKtremoly
waalthy* ftwored islets® m
gm»m.

the capital seat*

i*M* that to®' «»is©S t» leap-

i$

Hie maim

bn® of Anaconda,

Babes© Ssly*'® home tons* Oaff attt Clark had become
yeliticol enemies in the seaatorial eiectsion of 1888, and
Clark «ts ppsp®»fi; #S' spend « 0 fy any amount to prevent
f©*e®® ftea# making

the capital of Montana,

fba (gispat# between blioes two copper Mags began on Nor.
&*. 3.888,3 ang lasted until

S»a®b 12 years later*

ft bsd ®s it® bast® o bit ©f fslibfsal trickery by Daly*
Sarly in the .fall of 1880* Clark M S decided to seek
oloctiin a® featon®*® te*^§©s*3.«A delegate to eeagresa,

So

won the Semocratie nomination, and becauso Montana woo
t»a.Mtio®al% Oaraoeratic, hs considered his election certain
fo bio great awgpis©* howeuer, «aA f* th® Sfa&t
astonishment of aany Montana politicians, Clark was beaten
ioslMWsfy by fisawa® S*

« Bepublloars, is tho general

election of 1888#

Claris, analysing the returns* discovered

political treason In the Butts*Arj&eor»dR area#

Strangely

enough, normally Democratic counties in the woatorn part
of the atat* had returned Republican major! %lea*

It was.

then that russore concerning Daly*© hacking of. Carter gained
credence*

Although Daly waa not seeking a public, office*

he apparently llksd, to defcsmino political leadership from
his &resu^

Aa a result of his defeat* Clark attacked paly

bitterly in his Him m * a paper he had acquired during oho
of his many' financial dealings..*^

It is possible that Daly

first h o m m interested in a paper of'his ©to aftor being
unable to reply to Clark*s charge
During the next two years after the Standard, began
propping .for the capital fight of 189.2* !kmt&m*e •
political situation was relatively quiet#
his energy chiefly to local issues#

Burston devoted

He hammered

^Tho reason Paly supported Carter has never been
established, although several theories hav© been advanced*
Daly hlxacolf* when called before a U*S# Senate committee
investigating Clark*® dealings in bribery at the following
©lection* admitted he had supported Carter at the
beginning of th® campaign* He changed M s mind later* h©
said* and took a ^negative** part in the contest* For a
full discusslon of the theories* see Kenneth Hose Toole*©
<?Tho Genesis of the Clark-BaXy Feud#w Montana Massaeine of
History. (April* 1951)* pp* 21-33*
~~
^Connelly* Christopher* Tho Devil Learns to Vote {H#Y#*
1938)* *>.♦ 93*
--- --- ---------------
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consistently at unhealthful conditions arising from sulphur
fumes spilling into the city of Butte from surrounding
smelters*

Marcus Daly*s smelter was located at Anaconda and

thus m s not involved*

A typical editorial readt

Yesterday1a death rat© in the city of
Butte ran tip to an alarming figure# Sulphur
smoko lay like a pall on tho city* sickness
prevailed* traffic was seriously interrupted#
tho feeling of discomfort was ’
universal#
This thing must be stopped* The STAHDAKD has
counselled prudence and a careful regard for
all that the law exacts* but law or no law*
the thing must be .stopped and we expect to
see it stopped# tho condition is one which
no civilised community is called on to endure#6
Another point often appearing in tho Standard*©
editorial columns was mine safety*

Oavo-ins resulted in

numerous deaths during this period# and Burston used his
most eloquent phrases to describe the. anguish and tho need
for stopping it*

Daly*s mines# if this situation occurred

in them also# obviously were not mentioned*

Thus concerned

with comparatively routine issues* Burston marked time
before the capital fight*
On Hew Year1q day# 11 months before .the capital issue
was to be decided at th© polls* Burston indicated the lines
v

along which the struggle might develop*

In an editorial

labeled "Busy Times Ahead*" he reviewed the forthcoming
presidential ©lection* selection of a governor for Montana

^Anaconda Standard (Bee* 16# 1891)*

1*0
ana a full list of stats officers in addition to eight
state senators and full membership In both houses of the
Montana legislature*
Tho capital question will be of account
from this time until the November election
either settles it or ends the first round In
the fight that will stir up a breeze which
every settlement in the state will feel#
On
the whole# It is a pity that this question was
not made the subject of a special election#
but th© constitution ordained to th© contrary#
As it is# a good many important matters
Incident to politics will be obscured because
of the excitement which Is sure to be a part
of tho capital fight#?
Thus tho capital fight of 1892 was begun#

Hot settled

permanently for another two years# It was one of the issue©
that gained for Montana a reputation as th© political bull
pit of the West#

Concerning tho capital fight waged in th©

newspapers# on© writer remarked somo years later?
Tho issue oyer designation of the state1©
capital— Helena# favored by Clark# and Anaconda
by Daly# started a battle that was a battle#
the first knock~down*and~drag~out engagement of
political scandal and recrimination which still
reoks In tho political pot of Montana#
Incidentally it became an issue which perhaps
did more to develop the art of political
cartooning in the American pros© than anything
in our history with the possible exception of
the Tweed ring scandals in Hew York#
Editorial license was unconfined and
unrefined* A dozen newspapers# led by Clark*©
Butte Miner on one ©Id© and Daly*© Anaconda
Standard on the other# called one another#

7m a .

(Jan. 1, 1892).
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Clark* Daly* Helena and Anaconda every tiling
they could lay their Ink to* utterly regardless
of truth* decency or good manners*^
Some have said Daly was responsible for the capital
fight in the first place and if it had not been for his
vanity and selfish desire

to locate th© state capitalIn

M s home town* the affairnever would have occurred*

From

the distance of th© 65 years since the fight was staged*
there seems a good deal of evidence to support this belief*
A few persons roundly criticised the attempt*

In 1912* one

historian of Montana observed that s
Hr* Daly sought to locate the seat of
government at Anaconda* a city of his own
creation* mostly owned by the corporation
whose affairs he directed* and abjectly
under his Influence and control* It was
located almost in a cornier of the state*
at the dead end of a branch line of railway*
which like the town* was owned and operated
by the mining and smelting company* The
one plausible reason
why Anaconda should be
considered a desirable site for the
statehouse was In the fact that Mr* Daly
wanted it there* Educational institutions
•••wore divided and scattered over the
state in efforts to secure th© support of
various committees for Anaconda in the
capital fight* Bribery in this fight*
so far as Mr* Daly was concerned* was
limited only by the variety of means and
channels through which it could be
exorcised* and not at all by extravagance
of cost*®

%lasseock* C* B** The War of the Conner Kings (H*Y. 1935)*
p* 116*
^Murphy* Jerr© Cf, The Ctolcml History of Montana (San
Francisco* 1912)* p» rfy*

By th© time th© capital fight was oponed# th© Standasff
was already a powerful and respected newspaper*

Thar©

could b© littl© argument over its excellence ©von if it
did have th© advantage of being supplied with liberal
amounts of money*

Purs ton entered the capital scrap with

enthusiasm# but as yet the Standard had not known defeat
and perhaps he was overconfident*

Certainly he did not

employ in 1892 the degree of determination he would display
two years later*

^Anaconda for Capital,f clubs, wore formed

in the western counties and the reports of their activities
were carried daily in the Standards

On the surface* the

water appeared too calm to break in a tidal wave over
Burston*© campaign*

A few days prior to the capital

©lection* Burston ran at the top of the editorial columns
WAHNXH& TO VOTEBS
look out for nfaken telegrams on or
about election day which will be sent out
to injure Anaconda*s chances for the capital*
Bo not be misled* no mat tor whoso signature
is" attached to these dispatches^ but mark
your X opposite Anaconda* s m m o on the ballot
just the same* Th© narao of Anaconda stands
first on the list*lw
So strong was Burston* s confidenc© in victory that on
©lection day his editorial stated*
Today*o vote will demonstrate the fact
that Helena blundered in trying to force

^Anaconda Standard (Bov*

ks

1892)*

U3
Butt©. Anaconda will be a winner to-day and
one of this city*a strongest helper,© will
bo th© city of Butte* Anaconda will get a
majority in Silver Bow county; Butte will
be thousands short of a place in th© race*
This morning Anaconda steps up to the .
ballot box In the complotoot confidence that
the count of votes will bring her home a
winner**1
The gradually fading smile that followed this statement
was to bo repeated two years hence#

Because of slow

communications with polling places in remote partsof tho
state# th© outcome was not learned fully forseveraldays*
fet as early as th© morning following Burston *s statement
of triumph there was a hint that th© outcome might be
unfavorable to Anaconda*

A front page headline did not

proclaim victory but instead referred to Anaconda*s winning
a "place11 in the capital race*

Said the accompanying

story f
At nearly every precinct in Boiitana
th© capital question proved to be th©
exciting issue in yesterday1© ©lection* From
th© figures at hand it 1© not easy to say how
the battle went* Returns from many important
precinct© are lacking; but It develops that
in many Instances the national, ticket and th©
state vote were counted first*
Thus was the expected victory shout omitted*

Instead#

on admission was woven discretely into the fifth paragraph
as casually as if the standard had been but a disinterested

n Ibid. (Here. ?, 1892).
12Ibid. (Hov. 9, 1892),

Uh
"Tr
bystander to the entire affair*
That Anaconda Hill take second place is to
bo assumed on the basis of returns which are
yet to be rocolved— it is not probable that
Butte can overtake this city in the outstanding
returns yet to be received for Butte and
Anacond&*13
On Nov* 10# 1892# no front page story referred to the
capital election# but Burston advised his readers
editorially that although returns tier© not complete it was
safe to as sumo Helena had won*

Three days after th©

election Editor Burston appeared in an ugly mood*
Countless hours of hard work had been lost and Anaconda
seemed no closer to acquiring the capital than ever*

What

is more# Marcus BaXy was undoubtedly angry over the outcome*
In this state of mind# Burston dabbled in spitefulness— of
which he was not often guilty— -against a man who liked him
and who ©hee had been supported by Burston1© employer*
Under a headline entitled "HE*LB COME OFF HIS PERCH*"
>

Burston*© editorial poked fun at Republican Sen* Thomas
Carter who had telegraphed his political condolences to
state party headquarters after the election*

Said the

editorials
"Our defeat can only b© attributed to
a reaction against the progressive policies
of the republican party*" Thus our Thomas
wired •**yo©terday morning*

13jbia.
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Garter*s use of English# as illustrated
in this dispatch# la not very good# Ho could
have put the word "only” in a place where it
would have made his sentence more lucid— it
ought to have followed the word"attributed*”
and at that# the word "alone” would have been
better* then* ttoo# 5&»* Carter used the word
"policies” in a way that ia a sort of modern
abomination* It ia not good#
However# who cares about little breaks
in the use of the English tongue when it Is
a question of the total wreck of an
.
administration? Dot the rhetoric pass#*#**4
burston went on to discuss th© generally poor showing
of the Republican party in the election Just concluded that
saw Democrat Grover Cleveland mad© twenty-fourth president
of th© United States*

%

this time the trickle of votes

from Montana*© distant procints had reached sufficient
flow to clarify th© winner In th© capital race*

It was

also established that no city had the majority required for
permanent designation*

Helena led th© field with 14*010

votes, followed by Anaconda with 10#183* Butte.# 7,752*
Boseman# ?#685f Great Falla# 5#G49| Deer Dodge# 983 # and
Boulder, 295,15

dearly neither Anaconda nor Butte# whoso

residents were actively seeking tho capital for their
respective cities# could hope to overcome Holem*©
popularity margin singly#

If# however# they combined

% b | d * (Ho*. 11, 1892)*
^Waldron* Ellis E., ftontana Polities Sines I86ii (Missoula,
Mont*# 1958)# p* 75*""ni"'J
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efforts on© of th© cities would have a good chance of
getting tho designation*
From this point on, Helena seemed to lack enough
importance to qualify for the Standard1a news columns
except when major new© occurred there*

Even then Burston

removed © m o importance from the dispatch by ref erring to
Helena as ,fthe temporary capital#n

While from the ©mount

of attention Burston devoted to th© capital fight it might
appear he neglected other n m m Interests, such was not tho
case#

Other political issues wer© given adequate coverage

in tho Standard also#

On© of those concerned tho Precinct

3k vote in Silver Bow county which had given the Ropubli cans
control of th© Montana legislature in 1890*

At this time

Montana*s United States senators were not popularly elected
but were chosen by th© state legislators*

Consequently,

control of the legislature was tantamount to securing a
seat in tho United States Senate*
The principal issue involved was whether Republicans
had used corrupt practices to distort the vote in Precinct
34 and thus eventually place W*. F* Sander© and Thomas 0*
Power in th© U#S* Senate in 1990*

Controversy over seating

those men led to one of th© most sharply-worded editorials
<

ever written by Burston*
it said in part*

I2ntltied simply, "Precinct 3^,"

w
The affair was carried to tho federal
senate, tho most partisan tribunal on earth#
The fruit of it Is that In the federal senate
sit today two men who are admitted by a
majority of the people of Montana to have
stolen their seats# two men who as an
eminently fitting sequel# have proved to be
imbeciles in the public service# two men
whoso career in Washington lacks every
element of excellence# On© of them is looked
upon by his associates as a bumptious bore#
th© other has proved himself to be an
incompetent meddler#
Thousands of republicans in this state
ore as ashamed of these two men as they are
mortified over the methods by which tho pair
of thorn got their seats# They crawled into
the senate# They were insulted and taunted
as they sneaked their way in# and they were
dealt with by honorable senators as if they
were a couple of curs after they got in####
They were avoided) they stood it all like
cowards#
While they live they will be held in
contempt# They will not soon be forgotten#
When they or© dead citicena of Kontana will
point out their graves and says •The men
who stole the state are burled there**«
Meanwhile the state's second senatorial election cam©
before the state legislature# and th© Democrats were.
determined another Sanders-Powers fiasco would not occur#
William A# Clark was again a candidate#

The scandal

resulting from Clark's bribery and attempted bribery to
win election are too well known for repetition hero#17

^Anaconda Standard (July 1* 1892)*
Christopher Connelly's The Devil Deanna to Vote
{flew York# 1938)*
.
1
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Suffic© it that Clark slowly gained strength while that of
incumbent W# F* Sanders waned#

Several other candidates

cornered enough votes to block a majority necessary for
'Clerk*-* election#

Xt was at this point that Clark began

bribing the legislators# and over which he was eventually
expelled from the senate#

The&e bribes and bribery attempt©

became so well toown that only Clark*© initial failures in
them were news#

Searly all the state** newspapers gave
/
tho story prominent coverage* the Standard declared?
m m

fell m m

Money Couldn’t Buy Enough Votes

Three Votes Short

Clark Sat in Front Heady to Accept
Helena# March 2#~~The grandest fight
that was ever fought in the history of
Montana took place at noon today* Xt was
a death struggle between corruption and
honesty for the honor of the state# And
from the terrible crisis# the greatest
crisis in its history#- Montana emerged
triumphant* With all the forces of
corruption doing their utmost for weeks#
the legislature in joint assembly today
declared by a vote of 3? to 32 that the
majority of its legislature is honest
and that a seat in tho U#S# Senate cannot
bo bought#**#1“

^Anaconda Standard (March 2# 1893)*

Finally# when Clark failed to gain the 35 votes needed
for election* after th© legislates had wrangled 50 days
without reaching a decision# Gov* John E« Rickards, a
Republican# appointed I*e© Mantle, Burston*a Republican
rival who owned th© Butt© Inter^Kouhtaln* to succeed
Sanders*

Mantle# Thomas U* Garter# and Joseph M*- Bison

had shared the 37 votes >*that blocked Clarkes way to tho
Halted States Senate, Mantle*e popularity accounted in
part for the appointment*

He. had worked as a stage agent

and telegraph operator in Pleasant Valley# Idaho# as a
youth but had gone to Butte when the railroad forced stag©
lines out of business*

In addition to developing tho

Infcor~Kountaln into a profitable venture# Mantle had
acquired some mining properties and was leading the life
of a fashionable bachelor in Butte*s suddon-woalth society*
Mantle *a appointment irritated Burston and Daly#
because they felt, he was responsible for a number of
falsehoods about tho Bomocratie party*. Besides# the Inter*
Mountain was the main obstacle to the 8tandard»s domination
of Butte#

The lnter*Hounfraln held tho Associated Press

franchise that kept th© Standard out of town when a
publishing site was sought*

Moreover# Mantle continued

to produce a healthy and lively paper that was In no
danger of collapse*

nevertheless# Mantlefs appointment was

far less odious than would have been Clark*© victory# and

50
fc*16 Standard oould take consolation in this#

fhe chief

disadvantage with having Mantis in Washington was that he
would b© disinclined to favor legislation which could aid
the Daly interests#

neither would ho bo lilioly to help

Clark*© ambitions# however# and In this regard Mantle
became'more acceptable to*Bufston and Daly#
She period between the capital fights was rather quiet
for Durston#

S© found* more time to devote to consideration

of national and international affairs in the Standard#
Always he w o t © his editorials by hand in his peculiar
uphill manner1* on a composing stone next to a linotype
machine#

Because his handwriting was difficult to read#

the linotype operator# George Hoddy# always handled Duroton1©
copy himself#

He never went to Dursfcon to aak questions

but If unable to decipher a sentence would consult
proofreader limbo Swick.

Between than they managed a .

translation#^
Tho Standards lounge room# where parties were
sometimes held for carrier boys# was on the same floor as
the composing room#

Frequently Durston found relaxation

after deadline by playing the piano there#

The story is told

that ono morning# tired of his labors # he wont to the

19see sample of Durbton*s handwriting in appendix#
^Anaconda Standard (Hoy* 6# 1929)# Burston*a obituary#
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lounge room* fingered the piano keyboard a few minutes* and
then broke Into several, classical- selections*

Turning

around he was pleasantly surprised to find hie entire
mechanical staff listening attentively Just inside the
doorway*2*
Already Durston was gaining wide popularity as a
speaker and was frequently called on to address various
business* fraternal and school groups*

Thus the time

passed and soon it was early September* X89tu and the final
capital fight was Just two months away*

In an -editorial

entitled "Two Months from Today*" Hurston called attention
to the forthcoming ©lection and reminded his readers of
Anaconda*© 1892 defeat which the Standard did not want
repeated*

Wrote,Xteston*

The Independent assured us the other
day that Helena had not yet started out
for real fighting* .Me thought so* We
have never been able to believe that tho
breaks end blunders of the past four
months are an exhibition of Helena at her
best* The fact is that Helena cannot
fight* She has tried it and failod*22
How well Helena* backed by MI111am A* Clark* could
fight* Burs ton was soon to learn*
4

Preparatory editorials
^

continued in the Standard throughout September*

21Ibid.
22Ibld« (Sept* 6# 1891* )•

Burston
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ehoee the last 3k days of the campaign to begin bis sprint
to the finish wire*
his

^Herlt versus Kudw tieo the title of

editorialwhich set the temper for the closingmonth

of the campaign#

It said!

Helena begins the month of October
with the renewed proclamation of the time*
worn insult o It is this a the man who votes
for Helena is reputable! all other citizens
are Indocent men* The handwriting Is on the
wall* Bhraged over the Insults of her
misdirected campaign and made mad by the
wreck of her preposterous pretenses* Helena
raves like a maniac over her Impending .
defeat* muttering tho imprecations of art
imbecile against all who oppose hop*
Head yesterday morning1a Helena
Independent* It Is the nervous wail of
the lost* Bepetltlon at columns1 length*
in inteaser form because the situation Is
move desperate, of the Insolent flings of
two years ago at every city and every
citizen refusing to subscribe to the
proposition that the peopled first
bxialness is to save Helena*^3
EurstoMs ability to find the exact expression to
plunge deepest M s Insult was nearly equalled by his
occasional flattery while he sparred for another thrusts
It is refreshing to run up against one
newspaper la Helena that has some gumption
about it and talks sense* ***The Colored
Citizen is now several weeks old and it is
prepared to set the pace for the white trash
at the temporary capital*
You111 not find tho Colored Citizen
circulating lies about Anaconda smoke* or

23lbld. (Oot. 2, 139U)*

protending that the site ef Helena la as
good as that of Anaconda# or insinuating
that Helena is more convenient of approach*
or prating about centrality and Icindred
nonsense#
the Colored Oitisen may be depended
upon to stay within the capital campaign
on its merits#^
With the capital campaign now nearly at its height#
Bsly*s forces began organising ^Anaconda for Capita!** clubs
on a scale hardly imagined two years before*

Practically

every community in western Montana had one# and their
activities were treated as important m m

in the Standard*

Beginning with its Sunday edition Oct* I# 169!*# the
Standard devoted an entire page# without advertisements#
to the capital race progress#

Many quotes from western

Montana newspapers favoring Anaconda as the site of tho
permanent capita! were Included*

In Missoula# where Paly

had extensive lumbering interests to provide timbers for
his mines# lived many of Anacondafs greatest boosters*
Following a rally there October 6* the Standard *s front
page shouted!
WESf SI0B ®J- SO&X0
Missoula*a Splendid Demonstration in
Anaconda *s Favor

2t*lbi4. (Get, 5* W94)*
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It is close to sixty per cent of the
total capital vote cast in Silver Bon
county in 1892# and there are thousands to
hear from#
•••Hearly five regiments of cltiaons
whom the Helena press will have to denounce
as dishonest and dangerous $ how busy tho
society journals#••will bel27
Until this time# however# Anaconda’s chances of
defeating Helena in the coming election were poor because
Butt© was still actively in the running#

unless on©

would yield to the other# Helena would win the election
easily#

Curiously# Lee Mantle# owner of the Intor-Hountaln»

set aside former differences with Daly and provided
assistance for Burston’s cause*

In a lengthy editorial

la his own paper October 6# Mantle reviewed the entire
capital contest and then decidedI
$h© people# not the newspapers or the
orators# must determine this great Issue
for themselves# for it should be remembered
that newspapers are but expressions of human
eentiraont# and orators sometimes so© only
what it is to their interest to see* ‘The
highest mission of the pross I© not to tell
people what they must do# but to help them
to do what is right*
In conclusion# therefore# with charity
for all and malice towards none# tho InterMountain# reviewing all the circumstances
and using Its best judgment on behalf of
the people of Butte and of tho state#
announces itself in agreement with the
sentiment of th© majority and in favor of

g7ibia.
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tho location of the capital of Montana at
Anaconda#*®
‘The Xntor~Hountain based its new position on popular
sentiment .by legislators# newspapers# and labor supporting
Marcus Balyas home town*

If there was anything besides

genuine concern for the people of Butte in Mantle’s
decision# it has never been suggested*
Tho An&conda-f©r-th©«* Capital cigar already had made
its appearance*

Daly forces distributed the specially

made cheroots by the thousands*

Clark saw in this gesture

an opportunity to split the Anaconda ranks by appealing to
the strongly organised labor groups around Butte and
Anaconda*

Accordingly he announced that the cigars were

made by scab labor*

Bloody eastern strikes a few years

before had made local miners active in the union movement*
Undoubtedly this tactic won some votes for Helena*

By

October 9 both sides were engaging in considerable sinister
campaigning and vote buying*

In somewhat of an armed

truce they ran an announcement on the front page of the
Standard calling fors
FAIR PLAY At ‘THE POLLS
The Capital Election Must Be Carried on
With Fairness and Honesty in Every .
Freclnet of This State*
^ Signed by Anaconda Capital
,x

£®Butte Xttter»Hounfcain (Oct* 6# 1891*)#

committee# endorsed by Helena Capital
feeeutive GimmiiCte©*2?
During tho third weak of October an aatonlaMng amount
of editorial space m s d a w tod to the election by tho
Standard* Duraton and hie staff wore asm running an
average of 60 Inchon of editorial© daily supporting
Anaconda*s bid for tho capital♦ A full page of the Sunday
feature section m o reserved for Anacon&a-for* Capital
activities*

As had happened two years earlier* over*

confidence was clouding the Standard1a efforts#

With tho

election Just two weeks away# Hurston beamedt
Her© wo are# entering the final
fortnight in the capital race# with
Anaconda handsomely in the lead# fresh
for the final burst and perfectly' assured
of her ability to make a winning finish*#**
Loot week# by every illegitimate device#
Helena sought to hinder Anaconda*© steady
push toward the goal**-by scurrilous libel
and cowardly sneer# by the defamation of
docent men and aspersion on the names of
ropufcablecltIsons* It avails Helena
nothing*30
Similar confidence was shown on the front page the following
day*

0nder a one-line headline stating simply#

FHXHHBSf* the Standard said*
Anaconda1© Splendid
Regions in M m

^Anaconda standard (Oct* %
3°Ibl<5U (Oct. 23# XS9U).
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Gaining at Evory Point Every H o w in
tho Say
GOOD NEWS PROM ALE OVER^l
A more discerning reader# however, might have detected
an ominous hint in Hurston*0 daily editorial*

*V**$h©

northern Pacific has boon tho real effective factor in all
of Helena* s fighting,

1% ©aid#

He then cemented that

the railroad had carried thousands of visitors free to
Helena all summer and had issued fro© passes to all persons
working on Helena1© behalf*

the Helena Independent

Injected a laat^minuto catalyst in the boiling campaign
mixture by declaring that VI* a* Clark had said the people
of Butte were for Helena#

ftamedi&toly Hurston*© paper

challenged Clark to defend h ie statement at a public
debate*

All the people of Anaconda needed# said Hurston,

was 10 hours advance notice to get there#
Helena*s supporters subsequently announced a joint
debate in Boseman but neglected to inform the Anaconda
committee*

Friends in Boseraan tipped them off, however,

and a speoial train was chartered to rush Anaconda*a
speakers to Boseman*

B&eept for the fact that the debate

was held, Standard readers learned little of the outcome*
Hurston gave light coverage to the affair#

33-ibid. {Oct. 21*, 1891*).
32Ibld.
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Ten days before the oleotion Buroton thought hb had
the victory in Anaconda’s pocket#

In hie shortest editorial

of the campaign# only four lines# Burston said*

"If Helena

will kindly keep up her abuse of Anaconda1s supporters Just
one week more# Anacondafs majority will be doubled#
The front page was less restrained#

It chortledt

OH THE IttJU.
Helenafs Cohorts Com*
pletoly Routed
IT'S A Mi OVER WITH H E R &

That night Butte held a torchlight parade for Anaconda#
' *' ■'

'

i

The Standard reporter covering the event said it had never
been ©quailed in all the Rocky ffouhtain Region*

More than

5#000 11loyal and enthusiastic men” took part# the account
reported*35

it added there was no doubt now that Anaconda

would emerge victorious a week hence*

Burston agreed*

>

"Helena has lost the Capital fight $ Helena figures herself
loser#

It is all up with the temporary capital<e

Gupei*cllilous pretensions! "36
*

Two days before the election
\

tho Standard departed from its traditional makeup and used
*

*

i

*

33ibia. (Oct. 2?* 1891*).
3Uibld.

35ibia.
36ibid.
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a two column headline layout and i|8 Inches of two*coiunm
typo*

The story concerned an alleged Helena plot aimed at

disfranchising hundreds of Butte and Anaconda voters*

A

stellar layout followed on the'nest day when Durstoh
i

V

cheerfully said I
Xt*s a fin© Monday morning for Anaconda,
the winner of the capital race* Stand pat,
all you friends of Anaconda! wo are the sure
winners, but make It so marked that no man
in Montana will be able to say there is a
shadow of doubt about ib#3?
With this buildup* election day was merely to be
the formality of voting in Anaconda aa the official capital#
Continuing the two-column makeup the Standard crowed!

, mmm is Gomtmmt mmmi
She Can* t Come Within Four thousand Votes
of Winning the Capital
Thor©1a Hardly a County in the State Where Anaconda
Will Hot Cot © Good Majority
From Every Important Point In Montana Como Assurances
of a Glorious Victory for the Copper City38
And the front page contained a handy sample ballot*
with a prominent X beside the name of Anaconda* to aid the
j

i

less mentally facile of* Bureton*s readers#

%ite
36ifa|d.

(Bov* 6, I69lt).

(

In 10-point

type ho gave his readers this advices
Keep cool to»day* Belem #s plan is
to delay the Great Northern train so as
to import into Butte 200 or 300 toughs
and strikers# Go right ahead with the
work at the precincts and do not permit
yourself to he coaxed into quarrels tilth
any hitter for the temporary capital#
Start out this morning to make it
tliOOO majority for Anaconda and keep it up
all day*39
An inaide-pago story declared rascals were at work in
Butte# and that Helena had filled Butte with hired thugs*
fhe plan# according to the Standard* was «4& have these
persons vote as often as possible# fight whenever there was
an opportunity# and generally raise a riot*

First

indications that all did not go as Bur aton had hoped showed
up In the Standard oh the morning aftor election*

the

confident headlines remained t
AFfffi A CZ&SB HACK
It Was a Hard Battle# But Victory Will
Grown the Copper GltyV*
But tho last deck on the headline revealed Anaconda fs
majority was down to 700# based on early roturns**a lator
bit of information than was Included In the accompanying
story*

It declared that of tho 38#021 votes tallied so

39Ib ld . (Hov. 6, 1891*) •
*}°Ibia. (Hov. 7, 1891*1*
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for* Anaconda received 19*520 and Helena 18,1*96, leaving
•

•

I*

t

Anaconda in the lead by 1,029 v o t e s D u r s t o n ' s
i

«

.«

editorial# evidently witten oven later than the front page
headline# to give him a commentarial advantage# trimmed the
margin even elosors 600 votes#
Then Durston may have noted the steady buildup of
Helena votes as the last of tho oleotion canvass was
tallied#

On Hov* 8# 189!*# two days after the election#

Durston reduced his front page headline to one column
instead of two but still maintained a ray of optimism!
If 13 A CIOSE FIT
Anaconda in the lead with Precincts
fhat Are Yet to Be Heard Prora^
Tho accompanying news story now placed Anaconda's majority
at 300 votes with i*3#38& votes accounted for#

Again

Durston's editorial contained later information*
u

He

revealed the Anaconda majority was down to 186 votes at
midnight when the paper went to press*

One can imagine

the suspense at both Anaconda and Helena as the gap slowly
narrowed#

Durston asked his readers to be patient a© the

returns came in*

fhsn Durston realised that Anaconda had lost* The

teibia.

fr2Ib ld « {Hoy. 8, 1892*)*
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{Standard on November 9 carried no page one story on tho
race, indication enough that the worst had happened*

But

Durston confirmed it in his daily editorial:t
If in the end it shall be found that
Helena wins the fight# thou there will be
full warrant for the paragraph in the
Independent of yesterday morning which says;
*0re&t is Butte# and the citizens of Helena
will keep her action on Tuesday in lasting
remembrance* * Helena never yet held In
remembrance any city to which her gratitude
was due| If- she changes her .tactics she
will indeed have heavy obligations to pay
in Butte# because Butte elected Helena*U3
The n m t day there was no mention in the Standard of
th© Helena victory*

Editor Durston# bitterly defeated#

had nothing to say*

But five days after the election#

although the Standarft carried no news story regarding tho
forthcoming victory celebration In Helena# Durston
recovered enough spiritually to place some of his sarcastic
thoughts Into his daily editorialI
It Is to be hoped that in the big
excursion to Helena will be Included
all those union men# members of labor
organisations# who on election day stood
on tho street corners and refused to
vote until they had boon bribed* The
sale of their citieonship for a little
beer- money was of greater moment to them
than the question# which city in the
race is tho best city for union men# and
therefore the city which union men should
support*

U3xbid«. imv. %

109l().

6i|
then there or© tho imported
thugs# repeaters and detectives from
Spokane whom the Helena Capital Committee
sent to Butte for the campaign* They
should not neglect to take the train forHelona and march in tho big procession#*!*!
The fact that Durston nearly disregarded the Helena
victory did not leave the people of Butte and Anaconda
ignorant of its occurrence*

Clark fs Miner provided the

information the Standard lacked*

The day after election

Miner1© editorial column shouted*
Three CheersI
Tho people are supremo!
The Citizenship of Montana lo vindicated!
Tyranny has reached its Waterloo!**#
This election in Montana is not only the
Waterloo of tho most tyrannical corporation
that ever attempted to crush out the
independence of the people# hut it is the
declaration of independence of one of the
grandest people this world has ever seon.45
And Helena celebrated In a maimer befitting the
scope of the task it had accomplished#
xme hero of the totm*

William A* Clark

A groat bonfire was set atop Mb*

Helona and could be seen for miles*

A thousand cheering

citizens met the special train bringing Clark from Butt©
for the festivities*

He ires lifted atop men1© shoulders

and carried to a waiting carriage*

Hundreds of men

pulled tho carriage through the streets of Helena by means

*&Ibld. (Wo t . IX, XQ9l»).
^Eutto Wineg (ffov. ?, 139lj'}*
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of a long,rope*

Bonds played and tho city proclaimed its

victorious loader*

Durston was unimpressed#

Under a

remote headline and with a Helena dateline, tho Standard*a
story said}
Tho ovation which V/« A# Clark received
early in the evening upon his arrival from
Butte showed that Helena thanks Clark for
sacrificing his own city for Helena*. Ho
rod© in a richly decorated carriage*u6
Altogether the capital fight cost more than a million
dollars#

Clark himself admitted ho had spent ttmor© than

01O0*OQOtt in tho contest#^?

Daly was believed to have

spent at least that much himself*

Whatever breach existed

botwoen Durston and Clark prior to the election was but a
hairline crack compared to the.on© created by it*
had cost Anaconda tho capital*

Clark

Ho had cost paly many

thousands of dollars in a futile attempt for the
designation*

And he had cost the Standard prestige which

could never be measured in money*
How more than ever Durston and, Daly had reason to pit
their twin possessions of money and newspaper knowledge
, in an attempt for revenge*

Clark* this small* bushy-*

boarded man, had become an obsession with them*

^Anaconda Standard (Hov* 13# 189!*) *
4?Report Wumbor 1052# 56th Congress, First Session,
Section I# ttThe Admitted or Undisputed Facts*0

' CHAPTER ?

, THE KIDDLE YEARS
It was with failings of defeat and bitterness that
John E# Durston appraised the Standard and himself three
days after the capital election in l89lf* He had lost both
the capital fights# two of the greatest editorial battles
of his newspaper career#

Although William Andrews Clark

had boon stopped once in his senatorial aspirations# there
v?as every indication his next attempt would be more
determined#

And It would come# because Clark was a train

man* .Ho had tremendous wealth and Influence#

Ho had

prestige# too# but not the kind that comes from holding a
high public office like that of E*S* senator#
would run for election again# that was certain#

Clark
If money

alone would be the determining factor# Clark stood a good
chance of winning#
However burning Clark *a ambition to gain the senate
seat may have been# there was another just as determined
to prevent it#

It was fostered by Marcus Daly# whose

passionate desire to control Montana was Just as strong
as Clark1So

It would be another .four
years before
the
-f
1

titans locked again In combat* however# and during that
time Durston undertook to improve the Standard until it
was so influential ©von •Clark
with his millions could not
*
• 1

- i

defeat it# Already the Standard had gained a reputation
for tho excellence of its production and the depth of Its
66

6?
news coverage*

True, Its behavior had not always teen

what Duroton would have desired# but Inasmuch as the
Standard had used these tactics in a cause which it
believed was just# ha believed the action was justified*
Thus on the same page in which he had chided Helena fop
its pledge of holding Butte In lasting remembrance*
Durston soldi
To-day the STANDARD Is the most important
newspaper property between Son Francisco and
Chicago# along the northern route# In dollars
and cents# it is at this moment a better
property than any newspaper plant In St* Paul*
It is prosperous* It pays and it has never
failed to" pay# month by month# since the
autumn of 1893**
In the following paragraphs Durston apologised for
slighting Hontana news during the capital fight but
promised improved coverage*

He declared t

Already th© STANDARD has completed its
arrangements for a service so complete# in
addition to that of the associated press#
that It will give to the state a daily round
of news hot matched by that which any
newspaper *west of Chicago furnishes# San
Francisco excepted*2
Durston was true to his word#

The standard always

boasted the finest mechanical equipment and paid premium
wages to attract the most qualified personnel#

When in

the latter part of the decade colored comics were Introduced

^Anaconda Standard (Nov* 9# 1891*)#
22Md.
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into tho Hbnh&ttan field with Richard F* Gufccauit*s
"Yellow Sid,5* Pax*ston m s quick to bring three of the
nation*© beet artiste, Trowbridge, -’
Loomis,- and Thorndyks,
to Anaconda*

later they were joined by others*

Instead

of comics, however, these artists produced elaborate
drawings to illustrate the most important news ©vents and
feature stories of the day*
Tho first drawing appeared dot# 1, 1899, when Admiral
Georg© Dewoy *s triumphant American fleet steamed into Hew
York harbor after destroying the Spanish fleet in Manila
harbor#

Five of the Standard*a six front-page columns

contained an Illustration by Trowbridge#

On page throe

were illustrations depicting the life of Admiral Dewey*
Five-column front-page illustrations, usually about 1?
inches dcop, were commonplace by the end of October, 1699*
Thera also had been a change wrought in the Standards
headlines*

They now wore printed in capital letters with

two lines, instead of ono line, although they were still
only labels such as*

COHFIDEHT THIS
00F IS SAFE

Montana *s soldiers returning home from th© Philippine
t

campaign were inspiration for the Standard »s first fourcolor work#
m

It appeared Oct* 2fy, 1099, and was printed as

eight-page section on calendered paper*

The press

regiator was excellent and the colors today, 60 year© later.
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are sparkling bright*

This special section also made use

of halftone engravings for the first time in the Standard*
Dm*ston*a staff artists were kept busy producing scores
of drawings illustrating national# state and local news
events*

Frequently a national story would be accompanied

by five-column artwork Including insets of the principals
mentioned in the story*
Sunday feature sections of the Standard* among the
finest in the nation* contained reams of historical
articles# society doings# and other material designed to
provide subscribers with a full day of interesting reading*
lavish use of artwork* both drawn and photographic*
highlighted the Sunday issues*

"We had an art department comparable in sis© and
talent to the W* Y* Herald1a and we had pictures and
cartoons galore*

Our beat artists we lured away from the

H*Y* Herald,1^ wrote Charles Eggleston some years later*
Tho artists Were teraporamGntal* but they had too much
respect for Burston to bother him with their problems* and
they descended on Eggleston instead*

Fart of his daily

routine was to adjust their grievances*

John M* Knox, the

Standard^ photo engraver* was a self~styled art critic
with a good sons© of perspective*

3%gleston, op* eit** p* 6*

"Look at that arm,"

70
he roared one night*

nXf that girl were drawn in

proportion she*d be nine feet tall.tt^
4

%
l

1913# about

<

:

*

14 years after the Standard began using them# photo
engravings were taking the place of line drawings and the
(

r

artists disappeared freest tho Standard's staff*
The Standard's Christman issue of 1899 is still
<

T

r

talked about in regional newspaper circles*

The 60-page

section* on calendered paper* displayed superb color
rendition# halftones and artwork*

One historian called it

by long odds the best thing in the way of
, a newspaper over Issued in the Rocky
*
Mountain region*?

» *

1

'

While this statement may be too sweeping* the Standard
unquestionably was outstanding in its region*

Regarding

the special issue on the returning soldiers mentioned
earlier* it was,viewed by a contenjporary paper
This beautiful illustrated edition
on Soldiers1 Bay# when the First Montana
Regiment returned to Rutto* was a complete
triumph of journalistic enterprise in the
northwest* Sot&iing as fine has ever been
Issued west of Chicago and the edition
placed the Standard in the front rank with
the journals of the east* It is just as
good as any of them and will not be outdone
in enterprise even by tho newspapers of
Hew York City which or© acknowledged to be
the best in the world*6

frlbld.

6Ibld., p. U O .
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Durston himself* was not unaware of the excellence of
the product#

Eight days before the issue was published

he wrote?

* * .

*

C

l

'

Its Christmas number to be issued
next Sunday will bo the best number of
the STANDARD that has yet been issued#
which means that it will be the best newspaper
which has been published in the West# In
fact, the STAHDABD is not adverse to a
comparison of its Christmas edition with
the Christmas editions of the great dailies
of Hew York City#7
By raid*19Q0, Durston* e Standard boasted on average
dally circulation of nearly 12,000* Its masthead listed
c
a Washington bureau and said Standards could be purchased
at newsstands in Chicago# San Francisco, Denver and Salt
i

lake City#

Furthermore, ^Montana visitors to the Paris

exhibition will find tho Standard on file at the reading
room of the Societe des Iraprlmeries Lemorcier, 8 Place
i

d© l*0pera, Paris**®

In addition to the news bureau in
i

Butts, the S.tandagjd had advertising and editorial offices
in Great Falls and Missoula#

Advertisements from as far

»

away as Denver, Chicago# Salt bake City and San Francisco
'

r .

could be found in the Standard*s columns*
i

Busy as. he was in these years after the capital fight,
developing tho Standard into one of the finest newspapers
i

7Anaconda standard (Dec# 8, 1899)*
8Ibld. (July 1, 1900).

la the United States # Duraton found time for other pursuits
as well#

Expressing M s confidence in tho future of

Anaconda along with that of M s employer# Durston acquired
tho choice corner of Park Ave* and Hain# directly across
tho street from Daly#s famous Montana Hotel#

There he

erected the Durston building# a threo-story business block
with architecture similar to that of Baly*s hotel#
he built a smaller structure alongside it*

later

Undoubtedly

Durston was well paid for management of the Standard# but
this real ostat© venture was not the result of surplus
funds from an editor*o salary*

When ho came west from

Syracuse# Durston had the money from the sale of tho
Syracuse paper# only a portion of which went into the non*
productive Sold Flint mine south of Butte*
Tho two business buildings wore not his only
contributions to the torn of Anaconda*

H© built at the

southeast corner of Hickory and Fifth an impressive red
brickp two-story residence for himself# his wife and his
daughters Martha and Laura*

Tho Durston© lived comfortably*

The family coach brought them up a curved drive where they
alighted uador a broad canopy*

Durston and M s wife

continued their musical endeavors and fostered this form
of culture in Anaconda# a town populated in large numbers
by uneducated immigrants who worked for Daly1© great
smeltoring plant*

During tho lato, 1890s and in tho early years of this
century* Durston was popular as an orator and afterdinner speaker*

frequently he was called on to deliver

addressee before colleges# patriotic organisations and
fraternal groups*

His emooth»flowing rhetoric never

failed to elicit high, praise, from his hearers— even when
they could not understand it#

The orator told a group

observing Memorial Day in Maguirefs Opera, Bouse# Buttei
The peace of Odd abide with the dead* your
departed comrades* Be it your prayer# as
the shadows of this Memorial day deepen*
that Be in whoso hands are the ways of
nations and of men may have in his watchful
care the volunteers who lately have gone
forth, from our own beloved state to uphold
in distant lands the honor of the flag*
Dong may you be spared# to see the sun of
the republic moving in majesty* yet always
unerringly toward its unclouded senith*
And when the summons comes that bids you
gird yourselves for the mysterious march
on which no comrade shall attend you* may
your portion be the infinite love, gf the
compassionate Savior of the World!?
It was Durston who delivered the address in the
Margaret Theater in Anaconda when the nation observed
memorials for the death of President William McKinley in
1901*

Hie address before a graduation class of the Montana

School of Mines drew widespread comment when he criticized

9°a Memorial Day Address delivered before the members of
Hncoln Post in Maguire*a Opera Bouse* Butte* Mon**
Mon* Eve#* May 30* 1898# by
H# Durston*0 (Pamphlet)

<«>*>•*» m m *
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Bribery and graft eonnseted with the second
senatorial campaign of William &* Clerk have bean the
theme of several volumes on Montana Maters*

It is m t the

intent of the present work to review the ramifications of
the eit-eetion m m p % m

it affected* •m i was affected by*

Onretehte taeeenda SlElfiSSl*

Meat'lon already has been

made of Clarkes .imsueeessfal attempt to win appointment

as Montanans United it&tes senator la 1893*

la the

following sim years* the ambit lees mining magnate built
sore political bridges and was ready for a redoubled

effort to win election m h m the Montana legislature met
i m * 2*1899* to seleet a senator«
luring the session State Beat Fred Whiteside declared,
he had been offered £30*000 by Clark* s agents for his own
vote and those of three ether state senators* Whiteside*
from Flathead county* spilled thirty 81*000 Mils from an
envelope to substantiate his charge* finrston headed the
story*
crnmi bbibebs m m m . m

it mm-

Claris Miner.* however*, had a somewhat different versions
& m m m m

•kAnaconda Standard {Jan. 11, 1899 )*
2Batte.Miner (Jan. 11,,1899).

Both papers elaborated from these promisee with
little regard for the laws „of libel or the concern of
restraint.

%

the end of the week th© Montana political

situation was making good newspaper copy nationwide but
sensational copy la Montanas
to investigate*

A grand jury was impaneled

Instead of* finding cause for sending

f

Clark to jail* however* it turned Its attention to the
credentials of Whiteside himself and unseated him because
of polling irregularities in his own election a year
earlier#

Thus "vindicated”— a term Clark was to use
•5

repeatedly in the campaigns ahead— Clark went on. to gain
enough votes to elect him to the high office he sought#
Clark1© political troubles were, just beginnings

Paly

immediately financed another *investigation* this one to
present damning evidence of bribery to the W#S* senate
in an effort to get Clark removed#

Considerable evidence■*!

indicating Clark was guilty of "boodllng" was brought
before the Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections
Jan# S» 1900#
Montana*

Cosens of witnesses were called from

Concluding a 2?00-page report on its investigation,

the committee saidi

1

The finding of the committee is that
the election to the Senate of William A#
Clark* of Montana* is null and void on
account of briberies# attempted briberies#
and corrupt practices of his agents* and
of violations of the laws of Montana defining
and punishing crimes against th© elective
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franchise#3
Faced with the choice of resigning or being e jected
from the senate# Clark took the former course*

By a

supreme bit of strategy* however* his agents managed to
lure Montana Gov# Robert B* . Smith out of the state on a
pretense of business*

C h m Smith had been instrumental in

bringing charges against Clark#

While Smith was gone# lit#

Gov* A* E* Spriggs# one of Clark’s henchmen# appointed
Clark senator to fill his own vacancy in the senate#
his return Gov# Smith was furious*

On

He rescinded the

appointment at one© and denounced Clark in strong terms*
Despite th© short life of this appointment# Clark accepted
it as partial °vindication0 of his reputation*
All this was only byplay for the action to follow*
Clark’s dotermination was stronger than ever*

He was a

multi-millionaire and he wanted to, be a United States
senator*

If money could buy M m a seat# he was prepared

to spend a© much as necessary*

Regardless of his bribery

guilt* Clark was one of th© potent political figures in
Montana*; He had been president of the constitutional
conventions in 1891* and 1889*

Hardly had the bribery

scandal cooled from a boil to a simmer before Clark was
back home buying support with more of his seemingly
inexhaustible funds#

%*S* Senate Committee Report* op* cit** Section A*

■ in the summer of 1900 the Democratic national
convention was held in. Kmrnm -City* .Clark represented
himself a# head of the Montana delegation* *although
delegations claimed to he official*

tm

He.chartered a train

for the convention city* end-Me entourage included a.
brass hand# icrsfen sent a reporter to dog $lepk*s steps*
Betaltlog were such headlines as*
OF fSE BO#!*®
'4'Frosty Reception t i w n Clark

and His Special

it was ixkk 4 rwi^i
People, of Eastern Montana leftiaed to Enthuse***
Millions eeuldn't Soy Choe.r$**Mstened to _his -

folk in Silence#4
Separate datelines -aided to the effect §

«-«.»£« Drayton* general supervisor of Claris political
orgeat la Heatana* wewi his hat a# the train palled oat
and called for three cheers* bmt there was absolutely m
response**1! At Bosemaa,

was more like a funeral

gathering or a disappointed crowd at a side show,°6

44aaeonda Standard (Inly 1* ’19<X»«
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playing loudly in. the Hotel Midland,
surrounded by a cheering crowd of
Clark retainers*^
.... Durston, halfway across tho tfnited States from th©
scones reported to be taking piece in Kansas City, m w
Clark’s latest‘theatrics not as a foreboding of events to
com© but only tho antics of a buffaonr **B© ha© mounted for
the moment to a pinnacle go conspicuous that presently his
fall will be tho more lgnominous*f*h© will never win*
because decency .to certain to score th© majority in
Montana*1* ^
On his return to Butte, a reception m\n held for
©lark*

Bureton commented: nThat makes tho second formal

reception he has given himself this eeason*~or, is it th©
third or fourth?

Doubtless he pays for thesa willingly and

since ho gets so little for tho big bulk of the money h©
blows In ho ♦••ought to be permitted th© pleasure*#*^
Durston had begun carrying in th© editorial page
columns short barbs, from two to five lines each, directed
at Clark#

Regarding Clark*a return to Butt©, on© said*

Clark would have d r a m bettor in Butt© yesterday bad
ho boon better billed,

Most time, instead of handbills,

he should order the bill posters to cover the boards with

^Anaconda Standard (July 3, 1900)*
11Ibid.
^Xblti. (July iu 1900),

m

adequate quantity of eirees paper in all the eoiora of

the rainbow, sis weeks la
Editorial cart©one, which were to become a vital, part
of the Standard*© forthcoming oleat-ioa campaign against
Clark? made their' appearance Oct* 7, If00#

The first was

a two~c©Xusm illustration of Clark, nail. In hand, breaking
open barrels of money # the ©option ■resit
W f 4# 0 M 1 I M S lETtMED
&nd announces that, he I s now ready to i# H i part

of the campaigning*^
Clark, the labeled beefier, had started in loot ana
'as a poor

mm in

a general store#

He had become one of

.Meries* s 100 richest i m by an ebimdanee of brains end
brass#

neither failed him during tho foptheomliig campaign*

ihXuektly for Daly1©, political hopes, it developed, Daly
had eons masted a business deal with Standard Oil- Co# in
1898 whereby h© sold M s holdings, ©elXeetiveXy known as

the dnaeenda Co*, valued at iff,million, to the eastern
firm for $39 -million#!? Daly was

im falling health and

was seeking consolidation of his estate for what seemed to
be the rapidly^approaching end of his life#

irm

Resulting

the sale was the Amalgamated Copper Co# as a holding

%iit*

14lb ld . <Qet. 7, 19©©)*
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M

.
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aonpany |« e*ntrol th* Antttadi pitfirliii along vith th*
prtflfoilf airftd Colorado, Vaaho* an* P * w t l alalng
aanpanl** of Butt*#

Balp feaoam* * aaj*r atoekhalda* hut

control had p*«a*d to th* oil kings*
v « a . Clart was * waalthp nan, hut ftandard Oil was
waalthl**.

Yol th* *11 oohbin*, \inlik* Clark, vat nor*

lnt*r**t*d in nonap than In p*r«*n*l palltla*.

But

Standard oil** ansrgasia* aa a a** paw** in Montana gar*
Clark anaatlp th* oanpalgn slogan h* n**d*di k*r*a*n*»
It baesm* an *4*g* In th* w**k* ah#ad*

Clark pi*tur*d

Inalganatad a* a groat aeonomle nonstar, waiting to
strangle th* working nan th* dap aft** *l**tlon If Clark
was not **nt to th* ••mat* t* prot**t hia*

m m

a* parslatant

hi* a*!**# and a* **n*inclng hi* influ*n#*, that

Bnraton was f****d to raaark:
S* Clark *ali*a th* *rp that th*
>tania*i Oil aanpanp 1« thr*at*nlng th*
night* *f lab**1in th*
tho* b* 1* th* g*«*t X«»d»r, « h M i M
h M m i a *4 «, *• *h* mtI«t *f M m ,**pl*.
a m * hhlt h* f»ta«s th* *l*ht-h*u» 4«r
t» th* f*w m b la his
It e u h*
M M U t r d »» nothing *1** that t part of
tho m I m ho to (wring for tho oonotorohip
tni riaiieotioa." It i* * aoro drop oat
of tho « m t M a t of hi* o w m o u voolth*
ond nhatovoo th* othwr ooMpoalo* sight 4*
ho m n in it « politiool w r w l t c * for
hiso*lf«l*
Motohiag thi* wNrtl-otnagglo fros th* oidolinoo « u

^dnaaanda J^g®d*££ (Dot. 10, 1900),
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F* Augustus Htln««i aha third and
copper kings*

of tho Montana

Helnse, a graduate alalng engineer, « u tha

only ana of tha three aha had proparad for his mining
adventures alto an appropriate education*

While working

In the Butte mines as an Inexperienced graduate engineer#
Heines cleverly plotted the directions of the ore veins*
Then by leasing land adjoining his employer**, and
sinking shafts to the veins, ha was able to enter the
game himself and eventually rise to considerable prominence*
These practices, however, had lad to a great many
lawsuits and in the fall of 1900 Balnea was so entangled
in litigation teat only favorable court decisions could
save him*

Helnse had gained substantial political

following of his own and proposed to link it with Clark
for mutual benefit*
could gat*

Clark also needed all tea help he

Hover friendly before, Clark and Helnse saw

new possibilities in each other and tee Populist party
headed by Helnse joined Clark’s Democrats to form the
"fusion* group*

This title was only popular, however, and

never became official*

Helnse would help Clark to the

senatorship If Clark would not Interfere with the judges
whose favorable decisions Helnse needed in his mining
operations*
This union brought forth the first of a series of
articles on the inside pages of tee Standard aimed at
discrediting Clark#

Helnse, and the "fusioneera**

There

■mm m
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th© Montana Democratic party*.not all party members had
bean converted to Clark *s form of politico*

A group

headed by Thomas &* Hogan formed the IndependentDemocrats with Hogan as the candidate for governor*

It

was described as a protest party opposed to Clark and
gained Immediate endorsement by Daly* s Standard* Durston
chose a two-column format on tho editorial page to praise
this now opposition to Clarks
The new political party in Montana,
representing the independent democrats,
was organised as a protest against the
methods of tho state machine manipulated
by W* A. Clark, in overriding county
organisations and substituting bogus
delegations for those that were tho
product of regularly-conducted caucuses
and primaries*
Th© combination ticket whose success ho
seeks***commends w* a * Clark1© career in
the sonate although the only item in that
career is that W* A. Clark resigned his
seat in tho senate when ho realised that
resignation or expulsion was his
alternative*19
While Durston systematically attacked him, Clark was
busy conducting a campaign that, for sheer spectacle, has
seldom boon equalled*

Vaudeville actors and song and

dance groups began appearing with Clark to attract crowds
for hie strident rhetoric*

A few of the more respectable—

and best known— stars of the period refused to be bought
for political purposes*

*9lbldi

They sent their pithy
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declinations to dark and the people of Montana by way
Standard*s editorial page*

Clark*s son* Charlie*

was campaign manager for d a r k ’s ticket as headed by
Joseph K» ttE for Kerosene” foole* candidate for governor*
Three weeks before the election* Standard staff artist
Li Mendenhall pictured dark lying on a mat hi one of
Butte's opium dens* smoking a long pipe from which rose
a cloud of smoke with visions of— "my vaudeville show—
my seat in the senate— Daly out of tho way— Toolo for
Governor— will they vindicate me— Charlie will have clsarge
of the barrel*1129
Cartoonist J* B* Loomis doalt with Clark on another
page of th© Standard that Sunday morning*

Bis flvo-coluam

illustration drew attention to an amalgamated copper
scarecrow erected by Clark and being pointed out by
Governor J* K* foole in the foreground*
on a "Soap1* boa*

Tool© x-xas standing

Behind the scarecrow dork and son

Charlie busily shoveled money from barrels into the
outstretched hands of the people of Montana*

tinder tho

caption:
m

a m m scahbchow caii bide cmbk's boodle mpjrbm

Durston declared:
At the outset* H* A* Clark ordered his
agents to start a cry against the Amalgamated
Copper company, hoping thereby to divert public

20lbid. {Oct. 11|, 1900).

a?
attention from hie
nefarious operations in
the distribution of tho beodi© which has given
him national notoriety* In a rather vigorous
way* at first* former Governor fool© took the
stump as the eloquent exhibitor of the
Amalgamated scarecrow* but he proved to be
not at all effective because h© refused to
yell "kerosene” loud enough and often enough
to suit Clark* STp to date Clark has not found
a reputable Montanan who is willing to work
his Amalgamated scarecrow in a manner that
will serve as a screen for a briberfs
operations* It is a mask that does not hide*
a scarecrow that does not scare* a campaign
mud machine that soils him alone who invented
it *21
In addition to these cartoons* the Standard contained
65 inches of purely anti-**Clark reading matter*
campaign was getting hotter*

tho

Dursfcon m y have hoped to

ridicule dark*© unorthodox tactics sufficiently to make
the voters regard him as a political clown*

If so he had

takon too lightly this ambitious little ma»*e ability to
gain tho elusive senatorship*

Yet after observing th© way

Clark*a money was used nightly to buy drinks at Butt© bars
for tho laboring element Clerk hoped to win shortly*
Burston decided!
£&** Clark*© money keeps him in tho
political ring* He is a man~buy©r* and
if ho had political sons© or fact at all
commensurate with his money* V/# A* Clark
would be a very dangerous man* He lacks
these utterly* and he surrounds himself
with on aggregation of hitters for his
monoy who* it con bo said in all sobriety*

21lbld.

08
tor© mad© of Hr* Clark himself a freak
and of hid political ambitions a howling
travesty* % d s year Jit really is a hard
matter for any newspaper opposed to Hr.
Clark to deal seriously with his
campaigning*2^
fhere were tho inevitable little editorial barbs# now
consisting of nearly half a galley of type daily*

About

half were devoted to national and international ©vents#
She remainder attacked Clark*

**It must be

painful for Hr# Clark to reflect that most of those who
grasp him warmly by the hand have still warmer designs on
his ieg#n23

And# *I-fr. Clark*© boodlors are living In

clover# and that*© not Inconsistent with Hr# Clark*©
senatorial designs* which have gone to grass#tt2^

Clarkes

energy# however# compensated for whatever damage Buroten1©
attack might be doing to his political hopes*

Seemingly

unbothered by the Standard# Clark continued his gaudy
campaign# 'A Standard story declared*
Livingston# Oct# 18-*A largo crowd of
men# women and children# attracted by a big
display of fireworks and a brass band and
with a desire of curiosity to got a glimpse
of W# A* Clark# Montana*© noted office
oeekor and bribe giver, attended tho political

^Ibld. (Oot. 16, 1900)*
23Ibid.
2%bid« Eggleston, not Darston', probably wrote nest of the
barbs* He was regarded as easily th© wittier of the two
and wrote moat of tho humorous article© on th© editorial
page (Hamer interview)#

*$€ Mk his

i

mmw$ mm &mm$:
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Foolish they wore# perhaps# but these actions Seemed
to he winning Clerk support#

The next day the Standard

announced the new going rate for wearing Clark*a red
campaign buttons was #3 *50 * an increase of 50 cents daily*
Th© story said the increase was brought on by reluctance
of some of the wearers to work for the comparatively low
scale of 03 daily when Clark1© income was reported to b©
#30*000 a day*

uAs a matter of fact#** the story concluded#

11tho button^wearors ought to get as high as #5 & day for

that kind of work*
%

Aren*t they vindicating Clark?*2®

now the vaudeville act had lost its appeal and

Clark cancelled further appearances*
performers were sent back to Chicago*

Most of th©
The Standard writer

covering th© event calculated that th© sidoshow routine
had cost Clark about i|0 minutes* income#

Goat of tho

campaign m s getting beyond the ability of even veteran
politioians to figure*

Bands had been hired# variety

performers brought in along with special speakers* a drum
corps* prise fighters* fireworks * free drinks for everybody
at the saloons? there seamed to be no bottom to Clark1©
imagination~~or his boodle barrel*
But h© was not through* mid to insure that all the
money ho had spent was not wasted* Clark repeated tho
tactic which helped win th© capital fight for Slim in 1892£*

28Ibia..(Oct. 22, 1900).

He had hie honchmon hire repeaters— men who would veto
from one polling place to another— thugs to start brawls
at th© polls, end assorted rowdies to break up rallies
of th© Indopendent-Bemocrats» Although Baly was also
t ,<

guilty of this, Burston protested?
nothing could hit th© state of Montana
harder then th© crooked registration which
has been going on in Butte, and for the
promotion of Which W# A* Clark*s agents are
actively at work#
j

t

Those Who are for m honest count and m
holiest registration arc on tho alert— what
has already happened in th© way of running
Clark*a repeaters dex$n, is account# But ,
thoir number, while not legion# runs into
tho hundreds, and it is going to be on© of
the big undertakings of the campaign to
shut those fradulent voters out#29
Burster* soon hit full stride#

Two weeks prior to th©

election he was devoting th© entire editorial page daily
to attacks on Clark#

Whatever objectivity one© prevailed

in th© Standard fs n m m stories oh th© campaign had
disappeared altogether*

Moreover, th© tone of his

editorials, biting from the start, had become vicious#
One said*
Hight before last, w# a * Clark told
an audience in Croat Fall© that he would
nbow his head in sham© rather than ask
the people of Montana to vindicate his*,*
Bow his hood in sham©, indeed! What
disgrace could possibly be visited upon

29Ibld. (Oct. 25* 1900).
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33-Ibid. (Oct* 28, 1900)
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could bo
to join Clark’s bandwagon
Hot all tho rush

strength
to gain political
continued
the Butte millionaire

attacks
Duraton’s incoasent
Respite
nevertheless,

an<i the general knowledge that Clark would pay for votes,

the

Sunday morning, Dot* 28 , 1900, was an important day
for th# Standard to It a fight against Clark#

The cover of

the second section of the paper contained a full page
cartoon of Clark (as Mere) watching the contest between
Ursus (represented ao labor) and the mad bull Boodle with
Montana (as Xygia} tied across the beast*s back*33

o?he

accompanying story drew the parallel between the classical
tale and tho modern contest to Montana*^

One more

attempt to separate Olark from the labor vote appeared on
another page of the paper#

A four-column cartoon

represented Clark to a theater box, with money piled to his
knees, tossing money to the entertainers while a laboring
man in an offstage balcony pointed cjuostioningly to his
empty dinner pail*35

still another had Clark on the

Capitol steps to Washington, frantically flinging money
to the citisonry*

^Ho1# tho Monte Crist© of the Boodle

World*** said th© eaption*3&

33lbid* Seo appendix, p* 1*3*
3teh© allusion was to Q m Vadlo? by Henryk Sienkiowlcs*
lygia (spoiled Idgla xn
novel), a beautiful
Christian maiden, was huntod by th© Emperor Hero but was
hidden by her simple but powerful servant Urmia* Finally
captured, she was tied to th© horns of a mad bull and
' placed to tho arena against unarmed Breus# -Her servant
killed tho bull and th© people demanded her freedom*
3$Anaconda Standard (Oct* 28, 1900)#
36ibid.
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Clark1s campaign strategy was to koep the deposition
on the defensive#

Accordingly* ho and Holnee printed

burlesque ncompany money0 bearing the name of the Missoula
Mercantile Co* and the Standard Oil As Amalgamated Copper
Co *3?

On the backs of the bills was printods nTh£s is

tho Only Kind of Money Montana Will See if the Standard
Oil Amalgamated Copper Co* Min th© ElectIon on tho 6 th of
November*038
it tma a clovor maneuver* but Durston countered
quickly#

Be obtained company money used in fact by Clark*©

own company store at Jerome# Arisoxm# where Clarkes minors
wore paid with °shlnpXastersn Which were then discounted
when they bought merchandise*

The entire front page of

Standard Oct* 31# 1900# was devoted to reproductions,
of the money used at Jerome along With a lengthy expose of
the alleged miserable conditions existing at Clark *a mining
camps*

There wore pictures of squalid Indian miners who

worked for M m #

The effect Was startling*

Declared Editor

Durston*
Th© biggest fool thing yet is Clark *s
circulation of a cheaply-printed form of
shinplaster# w M c h ho says is to be th©
circulation medium in Montana unless tho
people leave him free to buy men at Ms*

3?Th© Missoula Morcantll© Go## founded In 1865# was
popularly known as on Anaconda Co* property*
38Giasscock# op* clt** p* 177 *
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m m price and throw thousand dollar bills
over transoms*
‘
Clark is flooding the state with those
counterfeit shinplastora* They will prove
to bo his worst boomerang# but he will have
none of his agents to scold for the bad
break— this "argument# H beyond a doubt#
is Glarh*s own* It is Just like him* all
ovor*39
Again th© entire editorial page was devoted to the
Clark fight.

On November 1* Durston ran an editorial

reminiscent of one he wrote on tho eve of the second
capital election six years earlier*
SXOTm

STAND PAT I

Prom now out the gam© of the opposition
trill bo to divert you with baseless yarns# to
shako your faith by the whispering of unfounded
stories# to mislead you by trying to tik your
attention on falso lights* Bo not deceived
by assy of this elevonth~hour humbug# Stand
right up for the ticket and with the men
whoso names It carries* They have been
before tho public* They have not been
successfully assailed* •^Everything is all
right up to this first day of November*
.now# Just stand patln0
By now all the Standard1s editorial,barbs were
directed at Clark*

Temporarily* at least* national and

international events lost their place of Importance on
Durston*© editorial page*

The barbs said* ftW&ntod~~At

once a few moro good liars*

Only experienced men need

3%naconda Standard (Oct# 31# 1900)*
fy°Ibid. {How. 1 * 1900 ).

'
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apply*

Address# Butte *Ener office#*'^

Another declared;

tThe next edition of the Century dictionary
will contain the followings Clarklse (v#t*) to
demoralise on a wholesale /scale; to booms or
and besmirch a state with boodlo# illegal
registration* ballot-box stuffing* malicious
falsehoods* vicious attacks on mines and minora,
and corrupt and.dishonest practices of every
conceivable nature#^
And* *'10 the matter of tinta m i shod names# that of W#
A* Clark from one end of the. country to the other Is a
i

buy word# ^ 3

i

.

»

Another said* *Mr# Clark will be in Butt©

on Sunday# in ample timo to attend to the cases of a few
of his aristocratic supporters who are complaining that so
%

1

3

«

far nothing has passed through their open transoms exoppt
hot air#*fV*

Again* nRally round the barrel* thugs* rally

round the barrel shouting the battle-cry of boodle# A*5
As the campaign entered Its final week* there
appeared to b© less optimism in Durston1© editorials#
indeed at times they were almost a pica for support rather
than a boast of confidence*

Four days before election

Burston said*
•t

**2it>ia.
43ibld. (Hov. 2* 1900).
44lbld.
USlbld.
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1 have given direction that work ho
suspended so far as it it (sic) possible on
election day so that all the men will have
full opportunity to vote* This election
moans much to them as well as to me* It is
of $c*©at importance to the state* Its honor
shoxild bo upheld, and Butte and Anaconda are
partieularly interested# This election will
decide whether justice shall be honestly and
fairly administered and righto given the
protection provided for by ih© law, whether
employment is to bo secure, and it will also
.show plainly whether the men Whoso plans and
enterprises mean so much for our towns and
the state shall bo encouraged or treated as
enemies* The condition of my health has
prevented me from personally taking part in
the campaign* I am fully in sympathy with
the Independent-democratic movement and X
have no doubt as to the result* You have
all fought well* Your candidates are
deserving of support and the voters of
Montana will not go back on their own best'
friohds and interests at this time#
Marcus Baly^O
Immediately the Clark-Heinse forces concluded the wire
was a fake, but before they had a chance to denounce It
Burstoa printed in full the correspondence passing between
the Anaconda and Helena telegraph offices verifying
»

.

>

»

authenticity of th© telegram*

There was no doubt of the

seriousness of $aXy *s illness*

Clark had confirmed the

rumor himself by going to Hew York before the election
and paying hotel employees for tho necessary information*
Then in an interview with a reporter from the i?#Y* Herald*
which Bur aton later contended Clark arranged, the Butte

g0Iblfl. (Nov*

5,

1900)*

banker declared* ^M&rcua Daly Is now dying, the victim of
his own spleen*

Ho is the most violent tempered man I

have over lmotm*f,5l
Bur aton did not reprint the full Herald Interview
until after the death of Daly*

But he did report that

Clark had made inquiry at the New York hotel where Daly
’was confined*

Burston used it as the basis for another

scorching denunciation of Clark two days before electiont
IhiS Hr*. Clark, the rich boodler* is the
man who, Just before his coming West, for his
latest attempt to rape Montana, registered at
the Hotel Netherlands in the city of Hew York,
where ho never before had boon a gaestj who
in his indecent greed for tidings, hung around
the hotel like a vulture, bribing employes there
to betray to him tho privacies of a sick man*s
bedroom* who, in M s erase for fancied personal
advantage# caused to be wired to M s hirelings
at a state convention in .Helena tho false
announcement of a death*52
On tho front page of tho standard on election day.
Burster used a four-column reproduction of the telegram
sent by Daly to his friends In IXontona*
contended it was a fake*

Heinae still

By way of reply Bureton posted

a notice in the window of the Butt© office of tho Standard
offering to bot Heins© #10,000 on the wire1© authenticity*
Holnse did not accept.

Also on this final front page of

tho campaign# Dura ton broke Standard tradition by running

* (Nov* 25, 1900}*
-

(Nov*

1900}* .
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a banner headline urging 4
HOW LET EVERT 0000 CITIZEE5 PERFORM HIS HX0H DDTTI^
Boneath this banner was Burston4G last call to oms#

It

was set In 14 point boldface type and fan the full width
of the page I
Men in the Ranke of the Independent
Democracy! Keep cool to-day# Work for the
ticket; he earnest* but be self-possessed*
•••Thus do your part toward making it
impossible for the Clark boodle gang to
involve Butte in confusion* In behalf of
the independent ticket a campaign has been
made which# for seal# for loyalty to platform
as well as to candidates* and for integrity
of purpose* la unmatched In the political
annals of Montana* To-day your vote will
surely sound the knell of corruption* The
Standard exhorts you this morning to sea).*
as well as to patriotic prudence* confident
that the count will make It the Joyful mission
of these pages to send salutations to you*
one and all* over a victory magniflc 1ently
woni54
By 8 p*m* that evening# returns from the Bast
indicated the Standard had badly misjudged tho strength of
Its hopeful# William Jennings Bryan* and he fell easy
victim to President William McKinley

bid for re*eleotion*

What was worse# scattered returns from Montana precincts
evidenced a trend favoring William A* Clark*s Democratic
party*

Accordingly Durston issued an extra at 8 a*m*

November 7 bearing a three-column picture of McKinley on

g3lbld. (Bov* 6, 1900).

th© front page#

Next to it a headline reads

if m u * be m m m m yeabs
OF M*KIHi*EY A m XmmiAtlSlP?
fhe lead Montana election story revealed Clarksupported Joseph K* Toole had been ©looted governor with a
plurality of 3,000 to If,000 votes and carried possibly the
entire fusion ticket with similar pluralities*

Burston

admitted editorially*
Bespoeting the defeat that overtook
Mr# Hogan, Mr* Kelley and their comrades
yesterday, on the state ticket of the
independent democrats, it Is pertinent for
the Standard to say this morning, that, for
their part, they made a campaign that does
them honor, and that the Standard, for its
part, mad© a sturdy fight for a good ticket
which stood for a right public policy#••#5©
Even more resignedly Burston wrote a day later*
,The victory is with the Clark-Heinse
combination# Even if later returns reduce
the totals scored for the combine, it still
will be swooping enough to satisfy their
most ardent aspirations— If there is anything
they wanted and didnft get, tho Standard does
not know what It is# And if, in fact, there
are other things they want which they can get
through the agency of political machinery, they
can get these--it Is within their reach#
The people who participated*Inthis ©lection
are an Intelligent constituency*■_ They know
what they want# They get that at the polls,
In all matters relating to public affairs*
In this instance they got it plenty* thelf
will, expressed through the agency of the

Serbia. (Bov. ?, 1900 ).

ballot* was so emphatic that it stands* with
no doubt about it .57
&UKrst0tt'*8 sorrow was not shared by other newspapers
in Montana*

Clark fs Minor in Butte saw th© election as

ocelot© vindication.

Helena# which went pro-Clark

largely In appreciation for M s efforts in winning the
capital for that city# felt similarly*

Said th© Helena

In&eoenfleptt
*

*Of course the ballots cast Tuesday
on the side supported by Mr* Clark were
not all cast as an endorsement of that
gentleman, and he would be tho last man
to make ouch a claim#
But it is evident that the people of
Montana have administered an unmistakable
rebuke to the liars and trust hirelings who
went into the campaign with tho battle cryt
nClark is a boodler and briber*n
5

?

I

4

Thor® is now no sort of doubt as to
what the people of Montana think of that
campaign cry* that was the sole issue of
the ^independent democrats,” and their
puny exit from the ballot bok shows what
Montanans think of thorn and their shibboleth*^
4

*

.>

Tho independent* headed by ttd’
phn S* K# Hoill, prop*
added the poot-olectlon rebuke as a victory shout in a
running fight it had maintained with th© Standard for
several years*

The two had been bitter enemies during

the capital fights of 1892 and 1891*#

S 7Z S M « (Bov* 8 , 1900)*
£®H©lena Independent {Kov. 8 » 1900).

Both elections had

ended in victory for the Independent#

Just two days prior

to th© general election of 1900 Heill had ©aids
The Anaconda Standard and the crowd
it reprosente have an unbroken record for
"working tho workers#"
From its first issue the Standard has
never boon in favor of any state measure
for the benefit of the people# With the
faithfulness of a spaniel it has worked
the workers for the benefit of th©
grafters *59
Durston had lost another fight#
the most difficult of hie career*

This one had boon

The Standard had been

repudiated three tisies«*~bath capital fights and the
Clark~for~senator oampalgn— in tho most important battles
of its XO^yoar career#
Then Burston received additional bad news*

There

were new reports on the gravity of Daly*o Illness in
Hew York#
persisted#

Hurston promptly discounted -them* but they
Finally on Hov* 12' Bwretoa wrote!

Th© friends of Mr# Daly are compelled
to abandon hope of’M s recovery* A bulletin
received at this, office early this morning
stated that he appeared to be slowly sinking***
the end apparently is very near# and the
news of his death may com© at any hour#«0
Tho following day Hurston produced tho unhappiest
front pago of his career#

Daly had died*

59Ibld* (W°v. 2i 1900).

60Anaconda Standard (Hov. 12* 1906).

Twin headlines

by its lofty moral purpose and by its stainless
record in tho social world#
:

f

*

Faults Hr# Baly had* let those magnify
them whom that course consoles# Ho man was
more conscious of them than was he* or deplored
’them more sincerely* But he was a loyal lover
of Montanas to its splendid industries he was
a veritable tower of strength* Millions of
monty are a part of his estate* but the1splendor
of his heritage is in the unheralded good he
did* If wrong he ever did* surely’by tho
multiplicity of* generous doodo he atoned for
much# Host has come to him**rost after a career
of trial and triumph* of struggle and achievement*
For that which ima moral* a grave which* as is
most fitting* Montanafs encompassing hills
henceforth will guard| for that which Is.immortal*.
tho higher sphere* tho glories of tho life that
is to cobo* the peace of God4^2
*

Durstones king was dead# and in a manner of speaking*
so was the Anaconda Standard* ^ruo# it would continue as
an Anaconda publicatiohl and Burston would remain as its
editor*

But the purpose of its founding# to pro&obo the

political and economic interests of Marcus Daly# was now
obviated*

$hat happened in the remaining 28 years of

Burstozx* n long newspaper career c o u M bo only anti**
climactic*

It was Deeembor* 1900* the beginning of a new

century but tho end of an bra*

It had soon the rise of

Montana journalism from an apronful of type and a wagon*
borne press at Virginia City In 1861* to an equal footing
with some of the nation1^ best-known newspapers#

62IbitH

o n m m ?n
fHE BROKEH DREAM
Christmas was not a very Happy occasion at the
Standayi^ in 1900*

The Christmas edition was considerably

smaller than the masterpiece of a year ago and lacked much
of the previous section's attractiveness*

Since the

conclusion of the November election campaign there had
been little going on at either anaconda or Butte*

But

with the first issue of the new year setae of the editorial
sparkle that had characterised the standard under Hurston's
direction reappeared*
Clark's cohorts now had full control of the Montana
legislature and there was little doubt in Hurston's mind
that the once-dethroned senator would win a seat at the
national capital*

to get the new year off to a proper

start* however* and as another insult to Clark, the
suggested#
m i m m * B besoiotiohs of the lboxsutob.
Unsolved* That I overcome* suppress*
conquer end subdue any and ell my lingering
propensities to refuse, reject, repel and
decline offers of dough, stuff, sweg and
boodle*
Resolved, That 1 be approachable at
all times and always willing and anxious to
entertain any end all propositions looking
to a valuable consideration for my vote*
Unsolved, That I forthwith break myself
of the habit of imbibing water as a beverage,
and that 1 never take it on any account except
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no
when prescribed by a physician; and further
that I quaff tea. coffee, milk and other
non-alcoholic drinks only with the utmost
moderation; with a constant view to
prerenting myself from ever lapsing into
a state of sobriety.
Unsolved, that to promote the
circulation of air and other circulating
mediums my bedroom transom be open all
hours of the day and night.*
the new legislature was to organize yen. 7, 1901, end
have as its chief Item of business the election of e
United States senator for a four-year term.

Share was

talk of growing opposition from the- ''kickers*’— persons
who were holding out for more of Clark's charity.

And

there was even talk of P. Augustus Heines's seeking the
high post himself.
squabble easily.

Bursters sounded the depths of the
It was apparent to him- Reinee stood

little chance of winning the senetorsblp.

Helnze was-

golden-tongued, to be sure, and even had a remarkable way
with people.

But Clark could buy end sell Helnze any day

of the week; therein ley the difference.

Durston

commented!
It is to be e fight, but, apparently,
it isn't going to be so very much of a fight,
after all. The Standard is not in It, for
reasons over which this newspaper has no
control and because of certain conclusions
which the people of Montana reached one day
lost November at the polls. However, it will
interest the Standard to watch the progress

xl,bid. (Jan# 1, 1901),

of things at. Helena end* in the role of a
disinterested outsider, tell the public hoe
things are going on in the senatorial
controversy*#**«
T h e 1*reasons oyer which this newspaper has no control*
were never explained fey Durston.

Presumably the political

“hands off* policy of the new owners of the Standard he#
already appeared*

It would fee hard to imagine the

Standard in a “disinterested* position in any political
situation, regardless of how slim its chances for victory*
Durston sent staff artist J. 8* Loomis to Helena to provide
artwork on the legislative session.*

Six months later the '

Standard would have a photographic department capable of
handling such news coverage*

For the time feeing, however,

locals produced the pictorial work*. His illustrations
were nailed from Helene daily, made into line cuts, and
run in the Standard the following day.
At Helena a situation similar to thet which existed
in the senatorial election of 1893 was developing*

Ihe

chief combatants were Clark, Democrat Martin Maginela, and
Republican themes Carter, whose term had just expired*
Gradually the holdouts fell into step with Clark*
Dejectedly| Burstoa reviewed the election results of. the
previous Hovember and decided;
At any rate, the voting public showed

its willingness to 1st the election go that
way-~and Clark did th© rest* fhat*s so| the
Standard as these pages hare found occasion
to reiterate almost daily since the legislature
metr^th© Standard has solid reasons for
remembering what happened last Hovember.
Speaking as an outsider, whoso opinion in
this particular matter doesn't go if you
don*t want to h a w It that way, the Standard1©
guess Is that Clark will get there*3
Clerk got there.

Six days later the man with the

money triumphed over his opposition.

Of the 93 votes

cast, Clark received 57, or 10 more than necessary for
election.

Former Sen* fhomes Carter got 31 and Martin

Magiimis received four*

Bobert B* Smith, who as governor

in 1893 had angrily rescinded Clark1© appointment to the
senate9 received one vote.

William A* Clark, "Pioneer

Prospector and Miner, Merchant Banker Railroad Builder,

Benefactor of Children and Philanthropist,** had been
vindicated*

Away he went to Washington to serve m

undistinguished term in th© United States Senate*
Exactly as Burstoa had predicted, F. Augustus Beinise,

Clark*s fusion partner, was left without the political

% b i d * (Jm* 13, 1901). Ihere appears to be a change in
thestyle of Hurston's writing during this period
compared with a few years earlier* It may be that two
defeats by Clark* s forces had embittered Burston so
much it appeared in his writing. Here, in fact, some
of his feeling seems directed against the voters who
had approved Clark's methods.
% r o m the copper bas-relief of Clark in the rotunda of
the state eapitol building, Helena.
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support he had hoped to get from Clark.

The latter sold

out his mining properties to Amalgamated in 1906 and
settled as a fancier of art in P m fork City.
Eventually Heinse, with raining corporation lawyers snapping
at hira9 managed to sell his holdings for 17 sillion and
went east to conquer the kings of &ell street.

There he

lived lavishly and died in comparative poverty.
Clark*s Miner remained in his possession in the new
period of the taming of Montana Journalism.

Without a

cause, however9 It became quite as impotent as Its
contemporaries in Butte,

nevertheless Butte, with its

heterogeneous population and its easy money, remained an
excellent news town.

One of the newspapermen who worked

for Heinse before Heinze went east wrotes
By comparison with the amount of work
we did...and the pace of lt9 reporting on
a lew fork "madhouse sheet" is a gentle
drift down the stream of time*...in the
most intense days of the Heinse*Amalgamated
battle, when the two forces were battling
each other with dynamite and live steam
underground9 and with every available
political, social9 legal9 economic and
industrial weapon "on top," hundreds of
thousands of dollars am ually were spent
on cartoonists9 special writers9 staff
artists9 star reporters, circulation
boosters and metropolitan equipment.
...Even in the ccraparat vely peaceful
days of my experience, those four dallies
in a tom of 80,000 were metropolitan
in slse9 in atmosphere and, with the
exception of four paperj in their staffs.
fe9 with four men on the street, were
competing with city rooms employing

eighty tee sag fifteen reporters,?
the years.following 1900 were lees- heeti© for torsten*
In 1908 he m g M © wife bought a small ranch at Eozemsn
where he .retire# on weekends to enjoy the slower pace of
country life,

they ha# sol# their h o m e is Anaconda an#

Burster, lire# at « hotel during the weak. ' Later he stayed
at the M lr et Sow Club* an exclusive organization of mining
men,

Durston ha# a large music rosm built onto the

Bozeman ranchhose, and here he end hie wife kept their
■plan©*

& smell room ©ft one side beease Burst©*** § ©ffiee

an# editorial sanctuary,

fhe

P&stms

adopt®.# the routine

of country living an# firs* Serfton ©nbarioin©# often.' .the
years slipped by*

Barstoa had delegated m m

authority to.ot&sra at

.the Standard by this tlae and m s iosreasingly free to
appear at public functions, -ft#.©» employee ©f the company
he ha# on# standing, bat as isM B. Barston* educator and
philologist, he ftsi. unite ©Esther* Me m s highly
respected in Butte as m i l as in Anaconda.

Barely was he

addressed by his first m s © or a nickname.

*#», Barstos"

ha# a demeanor that permitted ®© intimacy.

Company

officials held him in no less regard than.#1 # the
townspeople.

^

5 8 raley,

Barton Mmms. M k

&

(K.2T., 1934)., p.

135.
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In March, 1908, a great celebration was held in
Anaconda f©t Jobn B# Byao, then general manager of th©
Anaconda Copper Mining Co*, when he appeared in the city
to end a prolonged smelter shutdown which had been ceused
bp world economic conditions after the panic of 190?*
That evening the celebrants gave a dinner and reception
for Hyan in th© Bed Boom of the Montana hotel*

Fourteen

officials of the company feted Bysn in privacy*

Among

them ©as the editor of the Anaconda

s t a n d a r d *6

•

Durston,

in fact 1 was probably better known than some of the others
in that select group* Which of them could, as Bnrston had,
receive

0

letter addressed only to nJ* H* Burston,

Montana*1* It had been delivered promptly*?
Perhaps because of Buraton*© prominence there had been
growing resentment within the personnel of the Standard*
After ail, Bar©ton had been "God*1 on th© Standard for more
then BO years*

There were m m anxious to try their own

posteriors on the editor1© upholstered chair*

The Butte

staff of the Standardr managed by Charles Copenharve,
whose wayward writing Burston had held in check years ago,
tried to get editorial control of the paper*® Eventually

^Butte Inte^Mountain (March 16, 1908)*
7&etter from H* H* Bur©ton, Jan* 23, 1959*
®Hanmer interview#
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they succeeded, and Burstcn left in 1913 to make room for
younger aea*

Marcus Bely*s widow then may have attempted

to repay Burstos for Ms'many years of faithful service
that, had contributed so such to tie success of her late
husband.

She wielded influence In the company end wented

t© get Bursters .back in control of a newspaper,

accordingly,

In 1911 M e MantXe‘s old paper, th# ftltf© Inter-Mountain.
was purchased by the anaconda company and. Burs ton
appointed editor.

The payer was renamed the feeaft*

During th® months ©f the transition, Burston spent
a. great deal ©f tioe at M s ranch Is©#© m m

®m m m *

Me

was a personal friend, and sielrer ef the let® sen, Thomas
#» Walsh of Montana and the two corresponded frefaently*
Jt m $ nt this tlse, with

Ms

newspaper future uncertain,

that Burst©# revealed in a le tte r f© Welsh what he bed
tel# no ©ther maa— his own newspaper philosophy. Burston* s
letter m u in reply t© m e f m ® Welsh noting his
retirement from the Standard,

this is .iawton*# reply in

fu ll*
Bozeman8 Mont.
luly Twenty-second ,
Nineteen Twelve
Bear Mr. Walshs
t e m recent letter was most
welcome. The fact is that I ass without settle#
plans as# shall act during the next few weeks
reach definite conclusions. I fin# it, withal,
rather lonesome to be separate# from active
editorial work*

1X7
In recent weeks 1 have had
abundant opportunity to ponder the fact that
during twenty-three active years in the Standard
office I permitted myself, on occasion, to
indulge Impulsively in comment which was
needlessly personal or ill-natured and which 1
wish now I never had written# It is emphatically
true that personal controversy has always been
extremely distasteful to me— I never relished
it| yet the fact is that during a large part of
the Standard*a career there has been an
uncommonly large amount of it in Montana politics,
as for my share in it all, I am conscious that I
was not always as considerate as I ought to have
been#
Existing conditions with
respect to public affairs are unusually
interesting# Somehow I cannot resist the wish
to take a newspaper man1a share in them* It
seems to me, however, that the best service a
newspaper could render would he In the way of
exhortation that the people of Montana be less
engrossed In national affairs or presidential
controversy and that they pay more attention
to the state1s own problems— to good roads,
for instance, or intelligent code revision,
or country-life conditions or civic benefits
for cities or a right policy with respect
to the state*a establishments for higher
education or better municipal charters with
more efficient police regulations and the
like# Federal issues engage us unduly#
Be that as it may, I
deal with the simple routine which my farm
affords, adjusting myself, not very cleverly
perhaps, to conditions which make me merely
a spectator of what is going on. It is not
easy to get away from tho habit of talking
to others, through an editorial page,
concerning current topics* Meanwhile, 1
started out to write merely a line or two
in cordial answer to your letter* I thank
you for It, and I am wholly responsive to

-it* friendly spirit,
Sincerely years,^
. at-the tlae ttee iBtog-tfouataln m s purchased, its
circulation faad been declining steadily,

Burston

Wadeptocfe rejuvenation of th* newspaper with tho enthusiasm
ana skill that fead.efeegecteviasd the rise of the
the drawling Burston frequently coiled his reporters into
his eff3.ee to read them passages he had gleaned frost
regular perusals of eastern newspapers,
too, he merely reminisced with them*
he lose his Insistence on excellence,

ftad sometimes,

Never, however, did
Occasionally fee

celled his "beys" together to discuss the day** stories
they had written,
incorrectly,

lessen help the men who used a word

Bwrston took feta' aside for a gentle hot

thorough losses la lexscogrspfey that left the■reporter
with an usforgetiifele cord in his.reeafeulaff*3.® ,More

^Better from f* 8* Barston to Sen. schemas <T. Walsh, in
personal collection of firs* Martha Belies Paiffy,
Sozeraa, the letter, .a earfeoa eery, m s set signed*
* % i one of these meeting* Durston brought'-bp the phrase
“in our midst11 which had appeared in a feet staff* It
was oferloos feorston.ditliteei- the phrase'.and ttn#li«MS
the reporters one toy one as to whether they favored it,
Finally fee came to the cafe reporter, -«Sd,*‘.ssid
©orston* "what is your opinion?" *®eii, Hr* feareton,"
M (Hamaer) replied, •’tjfeen, i ®aa a student at
Northwestern tfeat question cane up in oar class in
English because ©f sue «Mfee**8 tw* of. it In ea essay*,
ffee professes? teeto definite exception to it and warned
the .students m m t to m e .it and, toe said, 1*11 '
tell yea why* 'tfeat expression actually means “in ear

precise writing usually resulted from these sessions#
Durston never cursed and although he had imbibed a
little at one time* he was careful to check on the drinking
habits of a man before he hired him*

Butte had many good

newsmen, but some of them worked under the influence of
liquor most of the time#
without habits*

Editor Durston.himself was not

One of them was attempting to smoke an

old briar pipe that refused to stay lit*

Durston touched

matches endlessly to its blackened bowl#

At the end of th©

day his ashtray was heaped with half^burned matches#**
Swift decisions, which in the old days on the Standard
were so Important, seemed to have lost their urgency for
Durston#

Always he said he would “have to take car© of

that#11 Yet his calmness was not submissiveness.

Hatimer,

who rose from reporter to city editor under Durston*s
tutorage, recalled that once an irate cltlsen had spent
some time scolding Durston over an alleged grievance*
When the man had gone, Durston walked over to Hsmm©rfs

bellies#*,tn “Ed,** Durston said, “do you recall th©
name of your professor?11 the cub reporter replied h©
never would forget it because he was the student who
had used the expression* “His name was J* Scott Clark,*1
Hanaer said* Durston1© eyes sparkled and a broad smile
passed over his face as he said: “Well, boys, that
certainly is interesting# When 1 was a professor at
Syracuse University, J * Scott Clark was on© of my pupils*
2 taught him that meaning#" Letter from Hanmer*
**Hanmer interview*

desks
mM m

seme smoke up hits, Ed," said Durston.

misspell his name.H

Banner 414 tooth.

"And

The story, with the

misspelled name, ran in the nest edition.12
Although advanced age was overtaking Durston, he never
lost interest in Montana'a educational system.

Along

with many others he had been concerned with the lack of
integration of the various colleges In the state*

Prof.

Emeritus W. F. Brewer, Montana State College, writing on
this subject An 1954? aaidt
The office of chancellor in the ©renter
University system was devised mere.then
thirty years ago to meet a definite
critical situation in Montana education.
Dr. S« B. Craighead, able end aggressive
head of the State University at Missoula,
had secured the initiation of a measure
providing for the physical consolidation
Of the four higher Institutions of the
state at some unspecified place.
She campaign was promoted by the
students ant faculty of the State
ditversity*. but was vigorously opposed
in. the final weeks of the campaign by
the- many friends of the State College
at Bozeman. The initiated consolidation
measure was defeated...,
it was therefore up to those who had
defeated the consolidation measure to
propose seme other method of ending the
abuses that measure aimed at. The idea
of a central administrative head with'his
office in the State Capitol was suggested
by Ur* John B* Durstoa, then for a long

12lbld.
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time editor of the Anaconda standard* the
plan sag accepted by the Montana legislature
and finally pat into effect In 1916 with
the.election of Edward e* Elliott of the
University of Wisconsin as Chancellor.13
Probably It m s his experience as a teacher that made
Burston always anxious to Impart wisdom to others*

Once

at Montana State University he captivated a group of
science teachers as he discussed with them their subject
and told them things about the origin of words and the
development of their usogo which they did not know.14
thus Burston found time to take part in activities which
had been denied him for a number of years because of his
intensive newspaper work*

Be still managed to retain

reasonably tight control of the paper, however*

Burston

made it clear that although the Anaconda company owned the
Post, it was he who ran it.

Nevertheless he found that

workit$ for the combine was far different from the
personal relationship he had enjoyed with the late Marcus
Daly.

By the early 1920*s the company was deeply fused

into the Montana economy*

It was using its newspapers to

further its Influence In politics.
But Burston seemed to have lost much of his power and

^BoBeman Daily Chronicle (April 23, 1946).
14Butte Post (Hoir* 5* X929)* Button*e obituary*

Influence on the Post. Certainly he seemed ouch lees
interested In the subjects that formerly held his
inquiring mind.

More frequently he remained close to his

apartment in the Silver Bon club in Butte, seldom making
the weekend trip to his farm home in Bozeman.

Because of

his wife's loneliness he sold the farm home but retained
'"i

the ranehland*

He and bis wife repurchased their former

*5y©aeph M# Dixon, governor of Montana in 1920, had tried
to get the legislature to adopt a metal mines tar that
would increase sharply the Anaconda company*s tax load#
He failed to secure passage of the measure but was able
to get it brought before the people in a referendum in
1924# Fred J* Martin, who was then a reporter on the
Post, soys thet 3* B* Dickey Jr*, the P o g f g business
manager, went upstairs to the Post's city room one
morning and tossed a story and artwork unfavorable to
the amendment on the desk of then city editor 3m o a
Cummins# Ignoring his usual consultation with Burston,
Dickey Instructed Cummins, “This is to run on page one
as is without change*” Be then left, and Burston,
realising something was afoot in this unusual behavior
by Dickey, inquired of Cummins the reason for Dlckeyfs
trip* Burston was handed the story, and he took it
into his office and read it several times* He then
asked to have Biokey come upstairs* Dickey did so but
told Burston the story and pictures would be run,
regardless of whether Burston liked it or not* Martin
writess “Burston then had me cell the late J# D* Murphy,
secretary to the western vice president* who talked
with Burston, apparently informing him th© decision of
Mr* Dickey1s was final and would not be changed*
Subsequently Burston asked me to try and reach 0* F*
(Con) Kelley, then A*C*iS* Co* president and later
chairman of the board, by telephone in Hew fork, but he
was out of town* Burston had me make inquiries
regarding rail connections end talked of going to Hew
York* Instead, finally, he went home to his apartment
in the Silver Bow club* Shortly thereafter, I returned
to Missoula for the start of my senior year* After
graduation in June, 1925, 1 returned to work on the
Butt© Daily Post* Burston was still on the Job, but my
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home in Anaconda*

There they relived the pleasant times

of 2 5 years earlier when Durston and the standard were
synonymous with power and politics*
In 1927, Durston* nearly 80f still enjoyed reading
and playing the piano*

He neyer forgot tho music he had

learned years earlier*

Frequently Dick and Matey~~John

and Maryfs nicknames for each other~~played piano duets*
One of their last appearances together was at the wedding
of their granddaughterf Martha Maxey, at the Durston horn©!
June 27, 1927*

MHo, no, Matey*

Thatfs not rightfn said

, Dick while the two were practicing music for the affair*
He then proceeded to demonstrate the correct passage*!^
By the following spring there were evidences of
infirmity in the Fost editor*

Arthur L. Stone, former

reporter for Durston and by then dean of the Montana State
University School of Journalism, realised that if Durston
was to be honored by his adopted stete the time was at
hand*

At spring commencement exercises in 1928 Durston

was presented an honorary doctor of laws degree by the
University*

In his nomination address Stone said*

To those of us who have had, in these
four decades, the privilege of service under
Dr* Durston, this recognition seems especially

impressions persist that after the above incident he
was a whipped man.1* Letter from Martin, Feb* 21, 1959#

16Palffy Interview, Feb. 22, 1959.

worthy and tbli fata beeoaes a red-letter lay
la Montana9a ealendar# fa the entire a anapapar
profession of the state, the aatIan fcy the
university appears deserving af eerdiai approval*
fa those not In newspaper work aka have followed
the Montana career af this nan, it will certainly
appeal as honor rightfully bes towed •
Scholarly, versatile, tolerant— 1, X.
Durston nay wall la regarded as tha type af
Journalist representative af tha highest
ideals of tha prof assloo which ha honors*
fa these aha have worked under Br« Baraton* a
direction this will soon hat a feeble
testinonial; it is af tha nan rather than
tha journalist that they would speakf hat
this is net tha place for that willingly
as it would ha writ tan*
Par sarvita to tha atata and far
distinguished service to Journalis* is tha
basis af tha bestowal of tha stats university's
only naans af recognition of what John Murat
D ir Stan has dona fa r Xentei*a-~the university1a
honorary degree of Beete# af Lewis*1?
Durston1s health began failing that fall*

Whan tha

letbe Minay , forwerly owned hy tha lata lllllan A. Clark,
was sold to the inaaanda oanpony in Scptenber, 1921, and
tha Standard and the Minor nursed. Durston found it an
opp«rtans tins to resign his own position an tha Post*
is died a year later, lav* |f 192f, with nenbers of his
ianadlata faiilly at his tadsIda*
to brain cancer*

Death was attributed

One af Bars tan’s frleads, Fred 1*

Martin, thought it nay have been frsn another cause*
Writing 27 jroars later ha said:

!?>*«• f M t CJHB* 4, l,2t)

In ay opinion this newspaper editor
actually died of a broken heart* Mis ledgnent,
which had been top level far noro than 3$ years 9
was disregarded, cast aside and without even
bains ashed far an opinion, his paper's policy
was changed overnight* Because he was eld, because
his friends were gone, his pride, his personal
feelings, his experience didn't natter**.15
Funeral services were held in St* Mark's Episcopal
Church| Anaconda , where he had beena
arrival in Anaconda*

nesber since his

Serial was at Mill ©enetery,

Anaconda, overlooking the town where he had spent his
nest vigorous years*
newspapers in Anaconda and Butte devoted nearly as
nuch space to Suraten's death as they had to that of
Karens Bely*

Although these who wrote his obituaries

were elefuent in their praise of Surston, none captured the
character of the nan better than C* X* Eggleston, his
editorial assistant and colleague for wore than 40 years«
Above all Mr* Derates was a courteous
gentianm of the eld school, inviting the
adnlration which through long association
will never cease to be proud of the friendship
of this superb, high-principled, aupronelygifted editor; they will never cease to look
upon hin as a nodal loader of public thought,
enlnent in elogueuee no loss then in experience,
generations of newspaper non will cene and go
before the wangle set by this extraordinary
nan in his prine, his vigorous dietleu, his
swift-like gift of withering invective, his
s e e m of cent and deception, his broad culture
end scholarly attaiment will be forgotten***19

**rark Cetntv lows* Livingston, Kent. (Aug* 30, 195*)*
1^4nacende Standard (lev* A, 1929)*
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Fittingly Dureton himself bowed to yet another
newspaperman when summarising the end of his own career*
Shortly after his 80th birthday anniversary, Purston
called into his office Ed J* Hanmer and gave him a copy
of Horace Greeley1s 11A Busy life11 and declared it was
11the most beautiful and most expressive thing I have

ever read and which refiects my thoughts and feelings as
I see the end cannot fee far away*11 It reads
I have been spared to see the end of
giant wrongs, which 1 once deemed invincible
in this century, and to note the silent
upspringlng and growth of principles and
influences which l feall^asvdestmedt to root
out Some of the most flagrant and pervading
influences that yet remain.*#*So, looking
calmly yet humbly, for that close of my
mortal career which cannot fee far distant,
I reverently thank God for the blessings
vouchsafed me in the past and with an awe
that is not fear, and a consciousness of
demerit which does not exclude hope, I
await the opening before my steps of the
Eternal World^Q
.

Fost (Nov* ?, 1929)*

eaaM&t tbi
COHCLDSIOHS
An evaluation of John B* Hurston* a Montana newspaper
oarear mast take into account not only the years on the
Anaconda Standard, the paper he founded, hut also those
years on the Butte Post where he spent the declining
period of his life*

Bren his years in Syracuse, g.Y.

had a hearing on his Montana career*

the conclusions

which follow are based primarily on the period from 1889
to 1900, during which the Clark-Daly feud raged, and more
particularly on the capital fight and the election of
1900.
Evidence has shown the excellence of Hurston's
newspaper*

Historians of this period agree that he

produced a journal without equal in the Northwest*
reputation extended nationwide.

Its

Probably Hurston would

have made a creditable shoeing on any newspaper in Montana.
But it was the financial backing of Marcus Daly that made
possible a great paper for Hurston almost from its
inception.
Given the advantages of money with the talent and
equipment it could buy, Hurston showed uncommon ability
in making an outstanding newspaper*

Yet without this money

there would have been no extensive telegraphic services; no
high-salaried editorial cartoonists; no full color
12?
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raprodustlons wham this art was aaarosly

Mrs than

•ipiriMAtilf nans of tha latast msshaalsal aqulpmant to
prod tuts a m m

ssmplsta nawapapsr than Doraton*« rlrals*

And thsra would hay# baan no f irat rata vrltara willing
to Xaava tha aanaanlanaaa of tha Eaat for tha oomparatira
aimpXlsity of a stats only a fan yaars old*

Tha Standard

would haya baan a good nawapapsr without thaaa adyamtagss*
But It ia umllkaly it would haya baan a groat ona.
lor wara thaaa tha only faatora raaponalbla for tha
rlaa of a rsmarkabls nawapapsr In tha aparaaly-aattlad
ragion whara it was foundsd*

Tha Standard waa atartad in

a unigua plaoa whara attddsn waalth waa aa eonmon as auddan
dsath*

Extravagant Hying in a loaala baing tranafornad

from a gigantia mining samp to an industrial city araatad
tha situation for whlah tha Standard waa horn*
Burstsn waa an idaal aholca for adltor of tha now
publlsatlon.

Hia outstanding aduaatlon douhtlaaa plassd

him apart from M a t or hia aaxstamporarlaa la this raapaat*
Adds* to this wara proyan ability on tha Syraauaa Standard
and ayidant sophistlostion atamnlng from hia trayal abroad
and hia aastara baskground*

Sara important than thaaof

homsvsr* waa hia ability to writ#*

Burston's writing waa

abovs tha quality aharaatoriatla of waatarn journalism*
Tha staff of wrltara ha aaaanblad damonstratsd msasurss
of skill and antarprisa aorraaponding to tha srltarla sat

tty Burston himself*

Some of the articles they produced

would serve as excellent .models for today's hopeful
journalists.

Burston combined this writing with an

insistence that nothing should appear 1 » the Standard
which weald violate his premise that it-weald be "a safe
paper in the hands of a child.11
\
®hen artists were made available for the standend*
Burston mete masterful use of their talents*

Barg©

illustrations, often taking up nearly.#-fall page of the
.paper, attested to his understanding of layout end the
impact of pictures m readers*
-conservative, but Bursicn M m

the gtpndprft*# makeup was
'how to transform it -Into

a lively, attractive paper by using weli*eoncelv®d artwork.
Despite his achievements, resulting from a Mending
of imagination, shill end money, Dnrston's failures have
appeared equally salient*

He failed to make Anaconda the

capital ©f Montana i®, 1iff, and he failed again two years
letey.

Moreover, despite temporary success in the attempt

to keep William A. M a r k fro# becoming a TJniied States
senator, Burston failed in this also*

fhtes .he failed to

accomplish the goal# sought by Hayes# Bely,-who hoped the
Standard weald oak© him the most powerful political figure
in Montana.
Probably a© one realised these failures better than
Durston himself,

He was caked to found a newspaper in a

m e t * eornar mt the state, at tha and of a spur railroad.
y«urth*raera, ha «sa asked to aaka hi* adapt ad aity tha
aapltal at Mantas*--aat bean*** It waa fcaat located sr
a«ltad bat haaaaaa hi* aaplayor aantad it sa.

iad ha was

aakad ta aarahal tha direr** palltlaal sentinant* in aa
aataaad land and dlraat the* against tha aahltlaas at ana
aaa.

Only a man at fartitada wo aid bar* attaaptad tha

task under tha*a aaaditiona.
la namal aaoaani* direanstanaa* it it dauhttal
harctaa woald hats aaaaptad tha prepaaitiea.

hat hat* aa* -

a unitae tltaatieai a wealthy nan— *Baly— *with a dasira ta
found a naatpapar.

A i only elanant laakin* waa an

outstanding nawapapaman— Baratoa.
n*w*p*p*m«R's draa«.

This was a

Ba waald hawa aa worries about

fineness, aa aeaaava ahaat getting t*laat and' agnlpnant ta
prodaaa tha kind a t paper ha daslrad.

la waald hare a ftaa

hand ta i* with tha **— *»»* aa hi' plaasad pravldad ha
predated Borens half tad hi* interest*.
this a*ant saberdlnatlen at sen* a# hi* principles,
•swathing ha had said hi* papa* rathar that, da at Syracuse.
Tha fyraetisa sltnatian inralrad aaly darstem* a aeanenic
ppiacipla*, &,*&*, aaatrol a t utilities by tha watlthy.
Sa founding tha itaadard. however, Bnrstan had ta altar
his palitiaal aa wall aa his aaanenl* prlaalplos.

Marcus

Bniy awnad aost of the town at Anaeenda and: hundreds at

miners and smelter workers living there were virtually his
slaves*

Most of them were too poor to leave and incapable

of improving their situation*

Here was economic tyranny

greater than anything Hurston had experienced.

¥et if he

was to be editor of the Standard, a newspaperman*s dream*
he had to adjust his values*
Probably more difficult for him* however* was
reversing himself politically*

Purston was from a well- 4

to-do famllyi he had little experience with poverty end
consequently had no compassion concerning it*

Hut politics

were different*

Hurston had been an active Republican in

Hew fork state*

He had been influential in upstate

politics.
Roosevelt,

He remained a personal admirer of fheodore
let with the first issue of the Standard.

Hurston brandished arms for his former enemies*

He became

a rabid Democrat and ho consistently attacked every local*
state and national politician espousing the Republican
cause*

dll this seemed basic to holding his job as editor

for Democrat Marcus Daly*

Hurston's change from

Republican to Democrat may have been sincere! but from
evidence available it appears more opportunistic than
genuine*
thus from the first issue of the Standard John H.
Hurston waa a changed man*
champions* new ideals.

He had new causes* new

Merely being a Democrat was not

m
enough, however*

When it became advantageous for Marcus

Daly to split with William &♦ Clark over control of the
Montana Democratic party, Durston $ m % m

easily followed

his leader tinier the banner of the Indepenient-Democrats*
lot only did Deraten accept these new economic end
political principles, hot he became one of southwest
Montana *s chief advocates of them#

So well did he succeed

that eventually Darston became an important man In the
Anaconda Company*s chain of command*

fh© fact that Duraton

was in the private reception committee for the general
manager of Standard Oil Co*, which at that time controlled
the Anaconda Company, attests to his rank la the firm*
As a newspaperman Dursten had two obvious faults
which detracted from an otherwise sparkling career*

fhe

first was spitefulness and the second was poor
sportsmanship*

Durston was not ©hove lampooning a man* s

lack of education, as he did while making fun of the
telegram sent by Bepublican Ihomas €* Power*

neither was

he above such a petty, revengful tactic as deliberately
misspelling a man*s name*
was an equally hard loser#

Although a hard fighter, Durston
When defeated in the first

capital fight of 1892 , Durston grudgingly admitted deep
in the lead story that Anaconda was assured second place*
far more serious appeared his action in 1894 when,
after losing the capital fight a second time, he declined

to carry m e m of Helene's victory on the front page, and
hie readers were forced to consult ether; newspapers to
find out what had happened,

ftgaic in If00 shea the

ticket supported by fillies ft* Clark carried the state fey
landslide margins* fearstea gave the story only secondary
treatment at best and reserved fen'his editorial column
most of the sews on Clark's victory.
Bearing in mind these occurences, the letter he
wrote to Sea. Walsh in Ifli seeas ell the more astonishing.
Durston told Walsh he had always disliked personal
controversy, and had .regretted some of the stories he had
Britten*

For a matt who found controversy distasteful,

Biiraton had a strange way of showing it*

Some of the

editorials he wrote against Clark are sasterpiecesof
vituperation.
f® balance these shortcomings, Ourston had dome
excellent characteristics not directly related few Me.
newspaper skill.*

one of thee® was daring*

He quit a

respected, relatively secure position as college professor
to undertake a new career which he knew would fee more,
demanding than anything he had ever done,

and rather the®

bow fee the dictates of others, he preferred to sell his
Interest in the Syracuse paper end leave*

.He went Vest

to seek hia fortune in mining, a field with which he had
nothing in common,

H y » his mining venture failed, he just
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promptly left it to start again in newspapers,

Thus at

the aga of 41, when most men might he looking for a
comfortable niche to spend their remaining years, Hurston
undertook e Job that dwarfed his earlier achievements#
Another of hia desirable traits was modesty*

His

name never appeared in the mastheads of his papers*

He

rarely used stories about Mmself even when he appeared
as a public speaker#

Hurston lived always in tho shadow

of his employer| he never sought the limelight#
Certainly no evaluation of Hurston’s career would be
complete without mentioning the determination with which
he pursued hia causes#

Despite defeat in the long*-

contested capital fight» Hurston doggedly continued his
editorial war against Clark#

'The vehemence with which he

attacked Clark seems almost melodramatic by present
standards#

fat in the face of his avowed contempt for

Clark’s bribery tactics* Hurston overlooked similar acts
by his own employer#

Marcus Daly* who although less

obvious in his bribery* spent hundreds of thousands of
dollars in attempts to defeat Clark*

Some writers have

said Haly spent much more than Clark*
In some ways it might be more prop®? to consider
dohn B. Hurston as much a teacher as a newspaperman*
Always on his papers it was not enough to be accurate, /
It was necessary also to be m

correct in presentation

m

in substance*

fhls painstaking desire to instruct

remained with him throughout his newspaper career*
Hurston* a newspaper eclipse began with the death of
Marcus Daly in 1900, which ended Montana*.a era of catch~
aa^catch-can political

thereafter Durstoiifs causes became

progressively less important*

Control of the Stm f e r a ,

^

and its editorial policy, by different interests after
1900 accounted for much of this change*
adjust to these a m conditions*

Durston had to

the Dixon episode in

1924, when he lost whatever control of the paper he had
previously retainedt only added another bruise to a rapidly
growing number*

He could have quit, but that would have

given him no victory*

Besides, as he had expressed in his

letter to Sen* Walsh 12 years earlier, he loved the work
he was doing and could not be content as merely a spectator
to current affairs*

Hurston did not need the job*

years in Montana had been prosperous*

Bis

He owned a ranch

at Bozeman and a business block in Anaconda*
If Hurston had hopes of acquiring the StanftaM on
Daly*s death, in compensation for his years of hard work
and loyalty, he must have been severely disappointed*

Daly* a

will, reproduced in facsimile In the Standard* gave no such
indication#

Further, if it had been simply an oversight

and was settled elsewhere in Dalyfa papers, their
destruction which was ordered by 0a!y*e widow eliminated
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Braley, Burton, M M S T M i a a ISSt
1934).
An autobiography of a reporter and writer* Brief
section on Montana newspaper experience useful
in studying the period after 1900*
Connelly* Christopher, fhe
{$*¥*, 1938)* One of the standard M o H o n
Montana history of the period corresponding
to Burston*© years on the Standard* Reliable
for a fuller treatment of background material
than permissible in this thesis*
GXasscock,
cock* C* B*« the War of the j
1 9 3 5 1 / * popularised
cynical version of the period from about
1865 to 1910* Generally reliable, but
incomplete as a historical reference work*
iy» Jsrre C „ |&a Efialcaj, mpSPja of Ho»tasa
(San Francisco*1912}* A bitter appraisal
of the period from 1890 to 1910 by a former
newspapermen oho served in lee Mantle*s
emplojron the 2a£SSrteSSSla« The author is
strongly anti-Marcus Paly and Amalgamated
Copper Co* Valuable for opinion from tho
other side of the Clark-Daly feud*
Shoefeethao, B, glner, M m ' i t e . - M e M f f i p M £
£2& ilftflRSt B B S (Harriaburg, Pa., 1956). An
extensive but evidently Inaccurate review of \
the part played by Marcus Daly in the
development of Montana* Sections relating
to newspapers are useful for providing leads
but cannot be relied on as authoritative*
Stout, fom, editor, History of Montana* Vol* ix*,
(Chicago, 1921)* Perhaps tnebest book
reviewing the political situation in Montana
from pre-statehood until date of publication*
Invaluable for source material on all phases
of Montana history*
Ifea lg& l a M $ m i & L (Chicago, 19*3). includes
biographical data on persons deceased. The
only standard biographical work listing Dnrston.
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JOHN H. DtJRSTOK

1848-1929
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II

John H* Durston# second from right* was 22 years old*
held a doctor of philosophy degree* and was a full
professor when he posed with this first faculty of Syracuse
University in 1870. Sidowhiskers failed to give him the
mature look he had sought# The mustache became permanent.

Handwriting gampSe*. i«tesa fro® m

undated speech

delivered during World war I , afeows Bursten’ s peculiar.

soKetlaes child-like, uphill slant, ffeig was a penciled
correction m a typewrit* m asnuseript. M b early
editorials were handwritten beside a linotype »achine.
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HE NECK OF THE BEAST BOODLE

i Ursus S a v e d L y g i a in the A m p h i t h e a t e r .

IV
One of the finest examples of
Qr£ l3rJ
1900 senatorial campaign is this illustration by J* «•
Loomis* The theme was t^ken from ?uo Vaclls. This cmx
ran on the cover of the third section* Oct* 2of 19^*0*
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Thus was the Stai dard^ interrelation of the Standard
Oil bogle which Clark said would rule Montana if his
candidates did not merge as winners In the 19OC state
election* At that time !?ontar a*a senators were not
popularly elected* Control of the legislatire was enough
to win a seat in the United States Senate*
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Were the Two Erili
iich I he Iadependentl
pt in View Fro®
Yirst to Last.

jri.jMAt®'
* .n < *

T his Is W hat the Senate Said About Boodler Clafk.
Arcordmg to th* taw. a* anderatood by i
»ot he permitted to retain bn seat. H< recet
Mc*>mt
leaving him no apparent ir*»oi

Mt Whrtmtde

ere a a* no jffifwitwe ditptocd peodored by
at the lactt m trmarrttoo with the Jw.OOO
that the arrnuii ions and the eapoaow »*earned lorwwd by Mr Marcna Italy was a
id delaow. PjI Mr, l>aly and Mr, Coprad
ntfxrary denied ail k^fwledyeoi the Jjo.oOo,
d doSUf bilk. which had been predated by
d bv Me WclkMn. b» the attempted bnfc-

It he obtained thrwfch

Helena

YII
A. Clark1a senatorial campaign was pictured this
way two days before election in 1900, A runaway bocdle
barrel Is about to smpsh him as it had hr^s candidate
for governor, Joseph K* Toole and Clarkfs son, Charlie.
I^neath the Illustration are stmmr-rised findings of the
Senate Coaimttte# on Elections end Privileges earlier that
year. Clark was ruled Guilty of Bribery in *98#*

, *pt tmrce .
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M O N T A N A

P R O N O U N C E S

S E N T E N C E

P\01i

U P O N

T H E

M A N - B L YER.

ftvtiftt <J* B* ImmXs ireduced mb^t was rerh&ps the
best editorial cartccn of "be *;*.•raa.rd.*^ 1900 ea«ip*if»
agn^mt Clark with this portrayal of Mcmtena den unoicg
Clark as a briber* Clark*a »«ftpe -rs also employed
editorial eertetst* * but ncne of thoa displayed the
skil i shorn by the ?t*r*,dfi.rd>s »rt sts*
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IX
Ihe Anaconda Standard*a Christmas Issue, Dec* 16,
1900, contained s varnished paper section 1liestrated by
the paper*$ staff artists in full color* ’
ihis drawing,
by J* K* Loomis, was &&de on the Flathead ndi&n
reservation* loday, nearly 60 ye? rs after publication,
paper and Ink eopear quite fresh* Color register was
excellent.

